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Godly hierarchy explained
by Herbert W. Armstrong
By Dixon Cartwright
IG SANDY, Texas—Within
the Churches of God derived
from the Church of God 7th
Day and Worldwide Church of God,
opinions abound about the role of
Herbert W. Armstrong as it relates to
many Church of God members’ religious beliefs and practices.
Mr. Armstrong, who died in 1986 at
the age of 93, founded the Radio Church
of God (RCG) in 1933. The church renamed itself the Worldwide Church of
God (WCG) in 1968 and Grace Communion International (GCI) in 2009.
Mr. Armstrong’s church’s distinctives when it came to beliefs and practices extant before his death included
the seventh-day Sabbath and annual
feast days, a disbelief in the triune
nature of God (the Trinity), the avoidance of biblically unclean meats and
an emphasis on “works” along with
an acknowledgment of “grace.”
To this day in the splits from the
old WCG, approaches and opinions
vary widely concerning Mr. Armstrong’s recommendations and beliefs
about himself and how he perceived
his role in what could be called the
godly hierarchy.
By hierarchy this writer has in
mind the arrangement implied by
charts and graphs that have listed God
the Father at the top and nonordained
Christians at the bottom, with Jesus,
angels and ordained elders somewhere in between.
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Timing of feast days
Many years ago, at the beginning
of its existence, THE JOURNAL received
a letter from a reader and Church of
God member who had written Mr.
Armstrong a letter that he chose to
personally answer.
The reader had written Mr. Armstrong in 1979 about the Jewish calendar, which he and the WCG made
use of in determining the timing of the
annual feast days.
Mr. Armstrong answered the woman in his own letter dated Feb. 15,
1979.
Although the reader framed her
questions and comments to Mr.
Armstrong around calendar matters,
his response to her touched on other
historically important concepts that
pertain to how Mr. Armstrong saw
himself in what some people could
call the hierarchy of God.
“God led me to check very carefully into the exact timing of His Sabbath
and Feast days fifty-two years ago,”
he wrote.
He also mentioned that his correspondent “did the proper thing in bringing your question directly to me, for
Jesus Christ puts all doctrines into
God’s Church through His chosen apostle,” a presumed reference to himself.
In his letter, besides the calendar,
Mr. Armstrong refers to what he sees
as women’s proper and improper roles
See HWA EXPLAINED, page 4

No accreditation for LU
laws of the land become more
By Dixon Cartwright
he presiding evangelist of the restrictive, it is becoming more diffiLiving Church of God, based cult for LU to function, especially in
in Charlotte, N.C., has an- the United States . . .
“We plan to
nounced that the church’s inoffer the courses
stitution of higher learning,
Living University, will end its
listed in the Spring
effort to gain accreditation.
2018 Schedule
Gerald Weston said in a
of Classes as normal. Through the
letter to church members
dated Nov. 9, 2017, that
Open Learning
“changing state laws” are
Program individmaking it difficult to pursue
uals can enroll in
licensing that would allow
one or more coursstudents to take university
es for the Spring
courses via the Internet.
2018 Semester.
“It is apparent that its [the
“Admissions
school’s] existing structure is
to degree, diplonot able to meet the educama and certifitional needs of the youth and Gerald Weston
cate programs
are now closed.
members of the Living Church
Students already admitted to these
of God.”
Therefore, he said, the church’s programs may contact the Dean of
council of elders “has advised that Faculty (Dr. Scott Winnail) for
accreditation efforts be dropped” in advisement and counseling . . .
favor of a less-general curriculum “to
support the development of future Open learning
“Through the Open Learning
ministers, to serve our youth, and to
Program individuals can enroll in
serve our general membership.”
In the short term, classes as “cur- one or more courses without pursuing a certificate, diploma or degree.
rently configured” will continue.
Who is eligible to enroll? Anyone
More info on website
18 years of age or older as nonmaThe Living Church of God’s web- triculated students in lower-division
site (lcg.org) announced more de- courses . . . and selected . . . online
courses . . .
tails, as follows:
“The Spring 2018 semester at
“Those seeking to enroll in these
Living University will be the last for courses may register online in a simits curricular programs. As we push ple procedure by completing the
further into the 21st century and the online Application for Admission.”
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The Journal
invites readers’
Feast reports

T
Feast in Ocho Rios
LAST GREAT DAY IN JAMAICA—Ian Boyne, pastor of the Church of God
International in Jamaica, preaches at the Last Great Day observance on Oct.
12, 2017, in Ocho Rios, Jamaica. See reports from the CGI Jamaica and the
Church of God Sharing Village in the Philippines beginning on this page and
continuing on page 16. See also photos from both sites on the same pages.
[Photo by Stephen Scale]

HE JOURNAL: NEWS OF THE
CHURCHES OF GOD invites

readers to send in reports of
their 2017 Feast of Tabernacles observances.
Members of the Churches of
God and other Sabbatarian fellowships met this year at several hundred Feast sites, with most observances beginning the evening of
Oct. 4.
Mail your information to Festival Reports, P.O. Box 1020, Big
Sandy, Texas 75755, U.S.A. Or
E-mail it to info@thejournal.org.
Or you may fax it toll-free to
1-888-488-6603.
Photos as prints or E-mail attachments are also welcomed.
Please mention the dates of your
observance and the name of the
church fellowship or affiliation, if
any, or other sponsor of the site.

Readers of The Journal report on their Feast
of Tabernacles in Ocho Rios and Baguio City

F

east of Tabernacles reports sent
in by readers of THE JOURNAL
continue below for Feast 2017.
Many, but not all, 2017 observances
started on the evening of Oct. 4 and
ran through Oct. 12.
You’re invited to send your Feast
report for THE JOURNAL to info@thejournal.org or P.O. Box 1020, Big
Sandy, Texas 75755, U.S.A.
The following reports are from Jamaica and the Philippines.
400 ATTEND WITH CGI FEAST
IN JAMAICA
CHO RIOS, Jamaica—Four hundred brethren attended with the
CGI Jamaica the Caribbean’s largest
indigenous Feast site as the Church of
God International (CGI) marked
another memorable Feast of Tabernacles.
The brethren, not unexpectedly, insisted the observance was definitely
their “best ever.”
Highlights of the exhilarating
observance included:

O

Feast-cruise visitors from Christian Educational Ministries (CEM) in
Texas who attended on the Last Great
Day.
The presence of nearly 30 brethren from Canada spending the entire
Feast at the site.
The baptism of three new souls.
The impactful messages focused on
Christian living and overcoming.
They included “Suffering Before the
Glory,” “How to Rejoice,” “Gaining
the Spiritual Jackpot,” “Keys to Successful Christian Living,” “Maintaining a Positive Mental Attitude,”
“Enduring to the End” and “Lessons
from the Book of Jeremiah.”
Speakers were Horane Smith,
Christopher Hendricks, Noel Scoburgh,
Winston Samuels, Derrick Alwood,
Stephen Scale, Jordan McKenzie,
Dwayne McKenzie, Jonah Lewis,
Ray Williams, Ricardo Hall, Henry
Small, Eliud Ramocan and Ian Boyne.
Pastor Horane Smith of the CGI’s
congregation in Toronto, Ont.,
Canada led his delegation in contrast-

ing this world with the world tomorrow and highlighted how bankrupt
this world really is compared with the
coming glorious world to come.
He was pleasantly surprised and
speechless when I presented him with
a plaque honoring him for his decades
of faithful service to God’s people.
Church members responded with a
standing ovation.
Pastor Smith also presented an eyeopening seminar on the Friday night
of the Feast looking at “Anti-Judaism
in Christianity,” which was followed
by a prayer-and-testimony meeting.
Exciting, enlivening and inspiring
praise and worship were a part of
every day’s proceedings. We were
blessed with exceptional specialmusic selections that included dances
and instrumental renditions.
There were prayers on the beach
every morning as some brethren took
the opportunity to put the needs of
their brethren before the Lord before
we started services.
See SHARING VILLAGE, page 4

A tragedy strikes a Texas community
The writer is the pastor of the
South Texas Church of God. Mr. Post
and his wife, Judy, live six miles from
the First Baptist Church of Sutherland Springs.
By Terry Post
A VERNIA, Texas--A somber
dark cloud moved over our
small community on Nov. 5,
2017, when a gunman opened fire at
the Sutherland Springs Baptist Church.
Twenty-six were killed and 20 were
injured.
Very few families in this area were
not affected in one way or another.
My wife’s second cousin, Peggy
Warden, was killed shielding her
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grandson, Zach Poston, from the bullets. He received six gunshots, which
shattered his arms, wrists and legs.
He will survive but will
probably have
over 40 surgeries to rebuild
the damage.
An employee of ours was
present also.
Bradley was
there with his
wife and young
Terry Post
daughter. They
all escaped injury but saw their
cousin (the pastor’s daughter) shot to

death along with all the other victims.
Also, the son of one of our longtime friends was shot in the back and
is paralyzed.
Many of the first responders are
distantly kin to us and are severely
traumatized.
The entire community is in desperate need of our prayers. As one
minister stated: “These people met
Satan face to face.”
(See “Light of Revival in South
Texas” by Judy Post on page 5
and “Stephen Willeford Claims
He Is Not a Hero” by Dave Havir
and “How Do Church Protect
Members?” by Ron Harmon, both
on page 3.)
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Letters from our readers
Better late than never
ongratulations on shutting down
THE JOURNAL. It should have
been done years ago.
Fred Coulter
Pastor, Christian Biblical
Church of God
Hollister, Calif.
Connecting with friends
Dear Dixon and Linda: I am already missing your wonderful publication. You see, I am literally far away
from Big Sandy and my days with you
both on campus.
Over that last 20-plus years you
have made it possible for me to connect with so many of our wonderful
friends from college. Your publication
has given us news about our old
friends that no one else could do.
I have been fortunate to stay connected with so many over the years
and I consider my friendship with you
and Linda at the top of the heap.
If my subscription runs out before
your last edition, bill me and I will
gladly pay it. If I have overpaid for the
last edition, just keep it and consider it
my gift in speeding you and Linda on
your way as you begin your retirement.
They say you never realize how
valuable something is until it’s gone.
There is no way to express the value
you have given all of us.
Your friend and brother alum,
Tom Williams
Lacey’s Spring, Ala.
Two decades
Thank you Mr. Dixon Cartwright
and Mrs. Linda Cartwright for your
more than two decades of service providing THE JOURNAL: NEWS OF THE
CHURCHES OF GOD. Also, thank you to
Alan Ruth and other contributors to
your publication. Your labor and service have been greatly appreciated!
Greg Jandrt
Weston, Wis.
Sanhedrinic details
Concerning a letter to the editor,
issue 198, dated Aug. 31, 2017, by Max
Noble: I agree wholeheartedly with the
majority of what Mr. Noble points out.
I, too, have addressed the issues Mr.
Noble speaks of, the standard WCG calendar doctrine.
One issue I believe Mr. Noble and
others should keep in mind is the reality of Christ fully observing the full
letter and intent of God’s laws as laid
down from the fathers of the faith in
writing.
My faith resides in the belief that if
Christ did not properly observe and
follow the laws and statutes given by
God over the course of time from
Adam to Christ’s death, then Christ
would not have qualified as the Lamb
of God and would not have been able
to stand in our stead for the sins we
have and will commit.
If am correct, Mr. Noble has inadvertently misstated that the Jews, during captivity, changed the calendar.
He also contends those same Jews
continued to use that polluted calendar
up to and during the Second Temple
for determining holy days.
Mr. Noble and the vast majority of
WCG members have accepted the
clear-cut lie believed and propagated
by the WCG that states that during the
Second Temple period the Sanhedrin
used the postponements to set the beginning of the year and the beginning
of the months.
As my article in issue 199 points
out, the very source for most of the
Ambassador College classes on the
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calendar, Arthur Spier, in his seminal
work, The Comprehensive Hebrew
Calendar, plainly tells us on page 2 of
the printed version that postponements
were used only to determine the possibility that a witness was able to sight
the new moon and therefore were used
as verification of that sighting.
Professor Spier tells us the new
moon had to be seen. The postponements (known only to the Sanhedrin)
let the Sanhedrin know the new moon
might be visible on a particular day,
not that it was visible.
It is key that we remember that Christ
is our sacrifice. We know He is qualified as our sacrifice by His resurrection.
Just as the lamb at the first Passover
had to be perfect, our Lamb had to be
perfect. This must mean the days Christ
worshiped on were God’s holy dates.
History is clear about how the
Sanhedrin determined the start of the
new month and year. We should be
doing no less.
Bill Hawkins
Bethlehem, Ind.
Moving on
Greetings from England, Dixon.
Sorry to hear of the demise of the
News. You will be missed, and I’m
sure you will yourself miss the task of
providing it for us. I hope your health

thing that is left to feeble
human hands.
I believe Christ is an effective, capable and successful Salvator. Evangelicalism would
have us believe that
Jesus, in his attempts
to save, is buffeted
about by all kinds of external factors including
human whimsy. I believe
that is ridiculous.
I do not believe that
Christ’s saving activities
are bounded by anything
but the will of the person
to be saved. I fully expect that saving
activities will be conducted in the next
life even though that seems to be
anathema to evangelicals who base
their odd view on one scripture that is
not of clear interpretation.
Many evangelicals want to appropriate salvation for their own use and distribution like Simon Magus. I think
many of them gloat at the large number
of people that their doctrine of salvation would consign to hell. This is not
reflective of a merciful and benevolent
God but of self-centered and competitive people.
You also mentioned in your letter a
broader view of the nature of God. I
went from the anthropomorphic God
taught by HWA to the God as understood in traditional Christian theology.
I was started on that road by Kyriacos
Stavrinides.
I thought Dr. Stavrinides was a firebrand radical based on some of his
Bible-study tapes distributed from
Pasadena. But I soon discovered he
was simply describing God in terms
developed by the Christian movement
over about two millennia.
But now I have gone a little further
than most traditional descriptions of
God. After taking a good look at
physics of space-time and combining

How to subscribe to THE JOURNAL
Keep up with news of the Churches
of God and your friends in all the
groups by ordering the last issues
that will be published of THE JOURNAL: NEWS OF THE CHURCHES OF GOD
for (in the United States) for $4.66
for the last two issues.
For non-U.S. subscriptions mailed
from Big Sandy, the price is $6 for

John Robinson about this. He called
her, and later she told me he was very
intimidating over the phone. He essentially tried to tell her that she was
so unimportant that nobody cared
what she said in a newspaper article.
He never called me.
I cannot understand how a person
with an attitude like John Robinson’s
could ever effectively manage a news
organization based on Christian principle, and I always regarded The Worldwide News and In Transition with
some skepticism. My viewpoint. Your
work will be missed.
David Anderson
New Mexico
A version of the statement by JOURNAL publisher Dixon Cartwright that
Mr. Anderson refers to appears on
page 5 of this issue of THE JOURNAL.
Appreciated run
Great run on the 202 issues of THE
JOURNAL. It has been appreciated by
many of us.
Glad all 202 issues will be put on the
website. I do most of my reading on a
Kindle. Hopefully the larger articles can
be made available in Kindle format.
Rich Masek
Wickliffe, Ohio
Fun ride
Thank you for your service and for
keeping the brethren informed. It was

‘Sorry to see the end of THE JOURNAL. Enjoyed reading it all
these years. Drawing your cartoons has been fun. Your paper
has been a real service for serious COG folks.’
is okay and not a factor. I wish you
good wishes for the future.
Should you ever think to contribute
an article for New Horizons you will
be welcomed.
James McBride
Lincoln, England
Dixon’s letter to James on a blog
THE JOURNAL was always a source
of news about people I have known in
the WCG but have not had contact
with for years. I was in the WCG for
about 30 years but now am allied with
GCI. I will miss reading about people
I had once been friends with.
There was a link to a letter from
you on one of the blogs. I have no idea
who runs the blog but it was addressed
to “James.” I have a couple of observations about ideas you mentioned.
When I transitioned away from the
pre-1995 WCG, I encountered the doctrines of Christian orthodoxy. I quickly understood that the Calvinist idea
of salvation was very distasteful. Arminianism was more appealing.
But over the years and with a lot of
reflection I have drawn the same conclusion about salvation that you have.
Salvation is not “fragile.” It is not some-

this with the understanding that God
created all things, I began to realize
that God is profoundly correct when
he said in the OT that he was not like
us. Yet this must be reconciled with the
fact that we are created in his image.
Lastly, I always found John Robinson (who you mentioned) to be a
mystery. When I was at Big Sandy,
within my circle of employees and
faculty members he was almost universally disliked. He was commonly
described as “intimidating.”
Not that he had some kind of a natural strong presence or charisma but
that he used intimidation purposely as
a tactic in dealing with other people.
I recall being interviewed for the
campus newspaper (I think it was
called The Portfolio) by a student who
wrote a very inaccurate article about
me. A fellow employee, a woman, had
the same experience.
In the interview the student augmented our statements with statements of his own. Only his statements
were not exactly what we would have
said. Then he quoted his own statements and wording as if they were
ours in the newspaper.
The woman and I both wrote to

Please notice

iews stated in any article, letter, editorial, essay, cartoon or other feature in
THE JOURNAL are those of the writers or sources quoted by the writers and
should not be viewed as the official position of any group or organization, nor
do they necessarily reflect the views of anyone on the staff of THE JOURNAL. Articles, letters and features are presented in the interest of furthering communication and discussion among readers of this newspaper. JOURNAL readers are invited to submit letters
and articles of response to JOURNAL articles they agree with or disagree with.

quite a ride, fun and enlightening.
Much material to use for presentations
at the Akron fellowship.
May you live long to enjoy your
retirement and future endeavors.
Ron Masek
Strongsville, Ohio
Message of hope
In issue 198, “Letters From Our
Readers,” an F. Paul Haney from Connecticut claimed that I had made a
mistake in issue 197. Mr. Haney
should realize I didn’t make a mistake,
although I’m very capable of making
a mistake.
Satan has his own self-proclaimed
prophets of doom, preaching a world
without hope. Our president is on a
mission to stop our nuclear destruction. He may delay it for a time but
will not stop it. It’s coming, but not
total destruction.
It will take Jesus Christ to stop it.
Ask yourself: How did this carpenter from Galilee almost 2,000 years
ago look to our time and predict, “If I
didn’t come and shorten those days
there would be no flesh left alive”?
That is a message of hope.
Ray M. DeHart
Dahlonega, Ga.
Other fish to fry
I received issue 199 today and read
your piece about ceasing publication
of THE JOURNAL. That saddens me.
But then, when I ceased publication
of our CFM newsletter (and the studies), it was time. Although relieved a bit
from the work, I regretted the necessity, and then I started frying other fish.
One of those is my art and sketching.
I always looked forward to THE
JOURNAL and especially your profound
writings about various subjects and
the way they were delivered. You

two issues. (Please remit in U.S.
funds.)
To order, send your name and address along with a check or money
order to THE JOURNAL, P.O. Box 1020,
Big Sandy, Texas 75755, U.S.A.
Non-U.S. subscribers, please remit
in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank
or as a postal money order.

made some enemies there, though. I
appreciate the hard work you and
Linda put into THE JOURNAL, traveling
about and interviews, etc.
I have several issues left, but do not
issue me a refund. Use it for the website or whatever.
I suggest that you continue to list
the obituaries on your website, not
because I’m morbid but because I
have outlived a number of my contemporaries and friends and want to
know when people I have known go.
F. Paul Haney
Kensington, Conn.
Reading and drawing for years
Sorry to see the end of THE JOURNAL. Enjoyed reading it all these years.
Drawing your cartoons has been fun.
Your paper has been a real service for
serious COG folks. We will miss it.
Don’t know how we will keep up with
all the COGs in the future. Hope you
folks had a great Feast of Tabernacles.
Earl L. Cayton
San Francisco, Calif.
Divine arithmetic
If Herbert W. Armstrong is who he
said he is: the end-time Elijah who restores all things; the Zerubbabel who
finishes what he starts; the Philadelphia apostle sent to the sixth Church
Era; since there are only seven such
messengers, and the last two are the
Two Witnesses, then HWA must
“rise” to again prophesy to many nations and kings. And surely be aided
to garner many disciples, with revived
“Joshua” GTA, mercifully granted the
opportunity to set an example of
repentance to all Laodiceans. Only
God can predict and bring about such
an outcome. All self-proclaimed “Elijahs” and pseudo-“Two-Witnesses”
are in for a shock.
Geoff Neilson
Cape Town, South Africa
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Columns and commentary

Acknowledge the Protestant Reformation
The writer is a longtime educator
who attends the Church of God Big
Sandy.

Time was right
The Great Schism of 1054 divided
the Christian church between East (centered in Constantinople) and West (centered in Rome). But the Western Schism
of 1378-1417, when up to three men
claimed to be pope at the same time and
even anathematized one another, scandalized the Christian world.
It made the church seem like any
other political organization, and people were divided in their allegiance to
the various men who each claimed to
be the true pope.
So Christians were emboldened to
challenge the monopoly of Rome and
argue that the gospel had been corrupted and distorted: men such as
John Wycliffe and the Lollards in England and Jan Hus and his followers
in Bohemia.
Hus was put to death at the stake.
Wycliffe died of natural causes but 44
years later was declared a heretic. His
remains were exhumed and burned.

man princes were willing to protect
him for their own political reasons.
Had they not, he would have provided
more kindling for the next heretic
cookout, especially as a former friar.

By Reg Killingley
IG SANDY, Texas—Oct. 31,
Disagreements soon surfaced
2017, marked the 500th anniversary of an important date in
Once the floodgates are opened,
Christian histothey can’t easily be closed.
ry. That afterSoon after Luther started the Refornoon in 1517 a
mation in Germany, Ulrich Zwingli fol33-year-old
lowed suit in Zurich, and, a little later,
Augustinian
John Calvin did the same in Geneva.
monk named
Protestantism in various iterations spread
Martin Luther
throughout northern Europe.
nailed a list of
But, from the beginning, divisions
95 theses, or
occurred.
debate topics, on
The meaning of ‘is’
a church door in
Wittenberg, 60 Reg Killingley
In 1529 Luther and Zwingli were
miles southwest
unable to agree on the meaning of the
of Berlin.
word is when Jesus said, “This is my
He was protesting against church
Body.”
practices he considered unbiblical.
Luther and Calvin disagreed on the
Luther’s act marked a huge milemeaning of predestination.
stone because it opened the floodgates
Therein lay the problem of the
to lasting church reform.
Protestant Reformation and of ChrisLuther hoped for internal reform
Efforts to clean up the Western
Initially, despite the evidence of tianity in general. Christians seem to
church had been around for centuries. previous would-be reformers, Luther have a hard time agreeing for long or
They failed because the church allied appeared to believe that church au- on very much.
Going back to 1054 and the split beitself with civil rulers to impose its thorities would be responsive to his
tween Western and Eastern Christianversion of Christianity as the only
ity, one of the big
authorized one.
issues that divided
Any challenge to
them was the filioque
either (civil gov‘Luther and Calvin disagreed on
ernment or church
clause of the doctrine
predestination. Christians seem to have a of the Trinity.
government)
was considered a hard time agreeing for long or on very much.’
Did the Holy Spirit
threat to their
proceed only from
power and authe Father, as the
thority and had to be suppressed or concerns about abuse, most of which Easterners taught?
eliminated.
Or did it proceed from the Father
centered on the topic of purchasing
If “heretics” refused to do this indulgences for relief from purgatory, and the Son, as the Western church bewhen asked nicely, the next time the somewhat akin to get-out-of-jail-for- lieved?
A layman might think what differecclesiastical authorities didn’t bother a-small-fee cards, purchasing forgiveto say please. The prospect of burning ness for sin, in effect. Or buying rather ence does it make. Yet it did, to the
theologians. Differences small and
at the stake usually deterred most peo- than begging pardon.
ple from open defiance.
But there was too much money to large have continued to plague ChrisSo we have little evidence of what be made for the church to readily let tianity throughout its history, leading,
protoreformers might have believed go of such a handy moneymaker, inevitably, to long-lasting divisions.
The English Reformation, being
because they had to keep in hiding if especially since a lot of the money
they wished to survive. They certainly went into the building fund for St. English, was rather different. It was
much milder to start with, at least.
didn’t broadcast their beliefs via Peter’s Basilica.
See COGs, page 14
Twitter or use social media of any kind.
Luther survived because some Ger-
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Stephen Willeford claims he is not a hero
The writer pastors the Church of
God Big Sandy and is a columnist for
THE JOURNAL.
By Dave Havir
IG SANDY, Texas—On Dec. 2
and 3, 2017, I had the opportunity to visit Sutherland Springs,
Texas, and to interact with the South
Texas residents who are dealing with
a church shooting that occurred on
Nov. 5.
The trip occurred because of my
friendship with Terry and Judy Post of
the South Texas
Church of God.
Terry, who pastors our sister
congregation
there, has regularly expressed
an interest in my
traveling there as
a guest speaker.
Therefore my Stephen Willeford
plan was simple.
Speak at a Church of God congregation on Saturday, Dec. 2, and visit the
First Baptist Church in Sutherland
Springs on Sunday, Dec. 3, with the
hope of doing some good.

B

Listening to hurts
On Saturday I gave two presentations (which included interactive discussions afterwards) with the intent to
discuss concepts to help people who
are going through traumatic events.
Of course, one of the most basic
principles of helping people going
through trauma and suffering is to lis-

ten and let the suffering person determine the timing and the direction of
the discussion.
Well, on Saturday evening I had the
opportunity to attempt to help some
people whom I had never met. Shortly
after 6 p.m. Terry and I went to the
small Baptist church in Sutherland
Springs to see the temporary memorials and meet people.
At that time I had
the opportunity to meet
people who, like myself, had come to visit
the area and people
who were relatives of
the victims.
My evening was
consumed by listening
to a particular couple
discuss the episode
that took the lives of
some relatives.
This husband and
wife were some of the first people to
arrive at the scene. They described the
carnage and their efforts to help the
seriously wounded.
It is possible that my listening to
them (for hours) helped them. But it is
definite that the sharing of their experience left a mark on my soul.
Meeting a hero
On Sunday I went to an 11 a.m.
service with Terry and Judy. Here are
a few of my goals for that service:
Meet a few people affected by
the tragedy and listen to them if that’s
what they wanted.
Hear how the pastor was nudging

“Folks, in my

the people toward healing.
Meet and shake the hand of Stephen Willeford, the man who shot and
chased the murderer away from the
church.
I did not expect to see Mr. Willeford at the church service (because I
heard that he had temporarily left the
area), but I hoped to.
After the church service Terry

opinion good
friends are
gifts from a
loving God.”

Is faith a personal belief
or something assured?
Kathleen McCann lives in Milton
Keynes, England, with her husband,
Lewis. They have been in God’s
Church since 1975. Mrs. McCann
recently graduated with a B.A. honors degree from The Open University. She receives mail at 100702.2766
@compuserve.com.
By Kathleen McCann
ILTON KEYNES, England—What did Paul
mean when he wrote to the
Hebrews, “Now faith is the substance
of things hoped for, the evidence of
things not seen”? (Hebrews 11:1).
The first problem with this sentence is that the Greeks (as I understand it) did not use a definite article,
so faith can easily become just a
belief or a confidence of some sort.

M

Faith as a personal matter
Undoubtedly we can have faith
about all sorts of things, and this is
not wrong, providing we accept that
it is a personal matter. For example,
we have faith that the sun will disappear below the horizon tonight and
reemerge in the morning.
The faith as substance
However, there is a big issue
revolving around whether Paul was
writing about faith in general or
whether the Christian’s belief structure is based on the faith; that is,
something tangible.
Substance, for example, is assurance, and evidence is proof. Surely
God gives the Christian something

By Ron Harmon
ATESVILLE, Texas—In a
little town outside San Antonio, Texas, called Sutherland Springs, 26 people died and 20
were wounded in the First Baptist
Church on Sunday, Nov. 5, 2017.
It was horrific news and impossible to comprehend how someone
could do such a terrible act.
Most of God-fearing people in the
United States, whether they are
Sabbath observers or Sunday keepers, would agree church is the one
place where we should feel safe
from the outside.
But in recent years this has become less true in our country.

G

See THE HERO, page 16

Faith, hope and redemption
What do we hope for? What proof
is there? How can we have confidence in something not seen? Paul
also wrote to the Romans that, if we
can see something, then we have no
more need of hope (Romans 8:24).
In fact, verses 23-24 clearly pinpoint what we hope for; that is, the
redemption of our body, in other
words salvation.
“. . . [W]e also have the firstfruits
of the Spirit, even we ourselves
groan within ourselves, eagerly
waiting for the adoption, the redemption of our body” (verse 23).
This verse comes on the heels of
Paul explaining that we are part of
the creation, which all groans toSee JESUS, page 13

How do churches protect members?
The writer is pastor of the House
of God, Waco, Texas.

pointed Steve out to me. I had the
opportunity to talk with Steve.
Although I have much experience
in interviewing people, I did not approach Steve from my journalistic
experience. (I did not have a tape recorder and I did not have a note pad.)
He talked. I asked a few questions
but did not press for more details. I
thanked him for being a hero.
After we talked I quickly wrote down
my recollections of what he said. I
want to share some with you.
Steve does not consider himself a
hero. “I am just a beat-up old plumber,” he said.

substantial to base his belief structure on, doesn’t He?
In context, in the previous chapter, Hebrews 10, Paul was clearly
talking about
the Christian’s
faith as a belief
structure,
based on Jesus’ sacrifice,
death and resurrection.
Verses 22-23
use the words
“assurance of
faith” and “the
Kathleen McCann
confession of
our hope.” What
is more, this is hope founded on
God’s promise.

Unwise to pretend
At the end of this article, compiled from Internet sources, is a list
of shootings in the past 11 years.
All these shootings are beyond
the imagination for most folks, but

the truth is that Sabbath-observing
churches aren’t immune to this evil.
We can’t bury our heads in the sand
and pretend it
won’t happen
to us.
The Living
Church of God,
a Sabbath organization,
was one of the
shootings on
the list. The
LCG’s congregation near MilRon Harmon
waukee, Wis.,
was shot up on
March 12, 2005, by one of its own
members. (See “How Are the Survivors and Others Affected by the
Milwaukee Shooting Doing 10
Years Later,” issue 171 of THE
JOURNAL, dated March 31, 2015.)
The question here in Texas and
around the nation is what can we do
to protect our congregations.
I’ve heard on the news media,
See CHURCHES, page 14
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HWA explained new moons and more in letter to member
Continued from page 1

in biblical Christianity as well as godly
inspiration and authority in general.
As THE JOURNAL nears the end of its
existence after two more monthly
printed issues, we decided to print in
its entirety Mr. Armstrong’s letter to
the church member who wrote him
back in 1979.
THE JOURNAL chooses not to refer to
the woman’s name and location because we have lost track of her and are
therefore not sure she would want her
name mentioned at this late date.
The following is Mr. Armstrong’s
letter, which was postmarked Tucson,
Ariz. It is keyboarded on the typewriter Mr. Armstrong used for his personal correspondence and composing
of articles and sermon notes. The copy
in our files shows his handwritten
emendations and annotations.
The copy below is almost verbatim,
with a few added subheads and paragraph indentions and corrections of
typos.
__________
More than 10 minutes
Dear Mrs. _____:
You did not need the gimmick of
your check to purchase ten minutes of
my time. Personal letters of a nature
such as yours reach me anyway. Because of the nature of your letter I am
taking much more than ten minutes to
type out an answer myself from my
home in Tucson.
You did the proper thing in bringing your question directly to me, for
Jesus Christ puts all doctrines into
God’s Church through His chosen
apostle.
God led me to check very carefully
into the exact timing of His Sabbath
and Feast days fifty-two years ago. In
fact, Colossians 2:16 came into special in-depth study early in 1927, due
to the fact that Seventh-Day Adventists used this passage to do away with
the annual Feasts and Sabbaths, by
saying this verse was speaking of “the
Sabbath days, or the new moon, or the
Sabbath days.”
However, God gave Israel under
Moses special burnt offerings and sacrifices on the annual feasts, and on the
new moons or beginning of months,
on the weekly Sabbaths, besides the
daily offerings morning and evening.
The fact that these days are mentioned together in a number of OT
Scriptures proved that Col. 2:16 was
referring to annual Sabbaths as well
as the weekly Sabbath. Otherwise you

might not be observing God’s annual
Festivals now, for this was the clincher on opening my eyes to the observance of these annual Feasts.
No church then observed the annual feasts, and the Jews did not observe
the Passover or Pentecost properly.
But God did use Judah (not Israel)
to preserve both the OT Scriptures and
the sacred calendar. These were preserved in writing. Israel, prior to
rejecting King Rehoboam, and Judah
after, did on occasions observe God’s
weekly and annual Sabbaths, but not
continually, and they disobeyed in just
about everything—but they did preserve what was in writing.
Jerusalem time
All these days were observed on
the same day everywhere that they
were observed at Jerusalem, when that
day reached them. Days are always
calculated as of Jerusalem. If we live
in a time zone that begins ten hours
later than the same day does at
Jerusalem, we observe that same day
when that day comes to us, whether
one or more hours before, or after.
New Moons were not holy days, or
days set apart from religious service,
but for special sacrifices and offerings
that ended at Jesus’ death. Colossians
2:16 does not set the new moons apart
as being holy days or days for special
religious service. Nor is there any
example of such, although they did

Mrs. _____, it is good for you to
take special interest in studying the
Bible. But the living CHRIST is the
Head of the Church, and from
Pentecost, 31 A.D., He has put all doctrines in God’s Church through His
chosen apostles. God has revealed considerable NEW truth through His apostle, made very plain in the new book
“The Incredible Human Potential.” I
feel sure that you should find that book
very worthy of much of your time.
Thank you for bringing your views
on the new moons to me. Christ would
not put any such teaching into His
Church except through me.
Whenever there is new truth discovered that is not already Church
doctrine, He will open my eyes to
understand and accept it—and whenever a Church doctrine is proved in
error, He will always open my eyes to
see it and make the correction. Otherwise we could not all “speak the same
thing” (I Cor. 1:10).
Thank you again,
Sincerely in Jesus’ name,
[signed] Herbert W. Armstrong
PS—I have just received from Pasadena your complete file, and I notice
you base your contention God’s
Church is teaching contrary to God
largely on Ezek. 46:1-3. A time element flows through the book. Ezekiel
37 is an inset chapter leaping com-

under Joshua, or the judges, Samuel,
David or Solomon. Beginning chapter
40 are plans for building the millennial material temple. This will not be
built until after Christ’s return to rule
the earth, at Christ’s coming. He is
coming to the SPIRITUAL Temple, the
Church, His Bride. The Church will

Herbert W. Armstrong

then be changed to spirit immortality,
but all others still living will be mortal, with Israel the chief nation, once
again living in the holy land.
Chapter 41 mentions the millennial
temple. Read on, the temple is occasionally mentioned. 42:13 mentions
the meat offering, the sin offering, the

‘God led me to check very carefully into the exact timing of His
Sabbath and Feast days fifty-two years ago. In fact, Colossians
2:16 came into special in-depth study early in 1927.’
(when they did) blow trumpets on the
first day of each month, beside the
special sacrificial offerings.
We did, at Pasadena, when the
Church was still young, hold a special
Bible study on the even of each new
moon. But later we moved that at
Pasadena to Friday nights. Some local
churches hold Bible Study service on
other nights of the week.
Called and chosen
There is no authority or teaching in
the Bible to calculate any of these
days differently than they did in
Moses’ day—when the new moons
were seen by the naked eye at
Jerusalem.

pletely past the millennium, into the
Great White throne judgment.
But chap. 36 carries to Christ’s
coming, and 37:15-28 the Kingdom of
God, Israel and Judah at least again
united as ONE NATION, David resurrected as king over them under Christ.
Chapters 38-39, the invasion of “resurrected” Roman Catholic Europe by
the Russians—possibly then allied
with Communist China, just before
Christ’s coming.
Beginning chapter 40 Ezekiel looks
over into the NEXT AGE—in the World
Tomorrow—the millennium ruled by
the Kingdom of God.
From chapter 40 on, it is not speaking of ancient Israel, under Moses, or

trespass offering, “for the place is
holy.” This cannot be speaking of
ancient Israel, for they were all—both
Israel and Judah—in captivity when
Ezekiel wrote, and he speaks of the
future that has not yet occurred. Ch.
43:2, a time when the earth will shine
with Christ’s GLORY. V. 7, Christ’s
throne, dwelling in the midst of Israel
for ever, and the House of Israel
(British and American people) will
defile no more. 43:18, ordinances, “in
the day when”—FUTURE. 41, the
priests and Levites, and a young bullock for a sin offering.
Why all this about the priests, the
Levites and bloody offerings—when
all that ended at Christ’s First coming?

We do almost no preaching on Ezekiel
40 on, for it refers to the next age.
Apparently descendants of ancient
Israel shall be required “to do their first
works” over again. I know of NO ONE
in any church or synagogue who completely understands Ezekiel from
chapter 40 on—and it is not Gospel
teaching for our time, now. Notice vs.
23-24. Beginning 45:21, mortal Israel
shall be observing the annual festivals.
That brings us to ch. 46, which you
quoted. But it is not speaking of our
time, now, but another age. They shall
then have worship services on the new
moons—but they also will sprinkle
blood and under the Levites be offering animal sacrifices. WE DO NONE OF
THOSE THINGS TODAY, EVEN AS THE
CHURCH UNDER THE FIRST APOSTLES
DID NONE OF THEM.
We calculate the beginning of months,
even as did Jesus and the first apostles—not as a holy day or convocation—yet the spring and fall festivals
are reckoned from the first days of their
months, and it IS important that we calculate properly. NEVERTHELESS, even
so, since these are CHURCH festivals,
they must be calculated by the CHURCH,
through Christ’s chosen apostle, as
Christ leads. We follow Jesus Christ’s
own example. He did not change or
alter the calculating of these months,
but observed them as Judah had calculated them ever since Moses.
The apostles made NO CHANGE in
the calculations. Neither do I, or
God’s Church of our day. We observe
these days, as originally calculated as
inspired by God, from Jerusalem,
WHEN these same days come to us on
a round earth.
Upsetting hobby
I have taken considerable time on
this, because we have a history over
45 years of individual women trying
to upset the whole Church by wanting
to change God’s Festival dates. Especially we MUST ALL SPEAK THE SAME
THING, and what we speak is put into
the Church by JESUS CHRIST, through
His chosen apostle.
You did right in bringing this
directly to me, and I trust I have made
clear what we are all to speak in
regard to this. But you MUST NOT carry
this as a personal hobby to others in
the Church, lest you come under Romans 16:17. Christ is now setting His
Church back on the track of UNITY,
rooting out all division. Nevertheless,
I’m sure your research on this has
given you experience.

Sharing Village and CGI members report an uplifting Feast
Continued from page 1

The young people were heavily involved in services, quite apart from
Youth Day, when a representative
gave the sermonette.
The brethren delighted in fellowship both in planned and spontaneous
member-initiated activities.
We had our usual Family Fun Show
as well as the much-anticipated Jamaica Night, which features sumptuous Jamaican food, music and fellowship. This year the night featured a
well-received fashion show.
There were trips to the world-famous Dunns River Falls as well as
another picnic to Blue Hole nature
resort.
There was an unforgettable couples’ party during which couples
showed their stamina on the dance
floor.
The brethren had come out to the
Feast to rejoice and they certainly did.
Another focus of the Feast over the
years has been our speech competition,
which is an apologetics forum in which
members display their skills in presenting arguments to defend a controversial doctrine of the Church of God.

This year the Sabbath was the topic, and again Deacon Stephen Scale
walked away with the trophy after he
gave his scintillating defense of the
Sabbath, demolishing arguments commonly used that attempt to show the
discontinuity of the Sabbath in the
New Testament.
We were so delighted to play host
to our brethren from the United States
who came on the CEM cruise. They

strong’s early senior ministers.
The brethren left the Feast recharged and refreshed, ready to take
on the world and go back into the
evangelistic field.
The Kingston CGI congregation is
among the fastest growing of the
Church of God congregations internationally and is the largest Church of
God congregation in the Caribbean.
Through our work two separate

Parish, Jamaica, while another (which
came to feast-keeping later) met at its
headquarters church site and came
with us on the Last Great Day.
So passionate is its bishop, Dr. Selwyn Sewell, about the necessity of
feast-keeping that he has invited a
number of Church of God 7th Day
leaders from various groups to meet at
a special “Jerusalem Conference”
where I will address them on the sub-

Brethren, families and guests of the Church
of God Sharing Village gathered and celebrated
the Feast of Tabernacles at the Teachers’ Camp.
traveled overland more than an hour
to join us.
Thanks to Linda Benton and Marla
Prouty, who did such a fine job of
coordinating, and thanks to Skip
Martin, who brought us together. How
moving it was to be blessed with the
voice of Karen Clark, daughter of the
late Bryce Clark, one of Herbert Arm-

Church of God 7th Day groups with
several congregations have been confirmed in the feast days after my presentations to their headquarters congregations demonstrating that feastday-keeping is just as important as
Sabbath-keeping.
One of these groups met with the
other CGI Feast site in Portland

ject, calling on them to obey God and
lead their congregations into keeping
God’s holy days.
This meeting will have taken place
(on Nov. 18) by the time you read this
article.
By the time you read this also, yet
another major campaign will have
been held (on Nov. 25) to discuss the

issue of observance of the Sabbath.
The church takes seriously its mission to take the true gospel to the
Jamaican people and to fulfill the
Great Commission. The Feast of Tabernacles gave us more determination
and strength to continue our mission.
Ian Boyne, Kingston, Jamaica.
FEAST AT TEACHERS’ CAMP
AGUIO CITY, Philippines—Brethren, families and guests of the
Church of God Sharing Village gathered and celebrated the Feast of Tabernacles at the Teachers’ Camp, Baguio City, from Oct. 4 to 12, 2017.
For many years Baguio City has
been the ideal Feast site, thanks to its
mountainous terrains and peaks. It is
247 kilometers away (five to six
hours) from Manila, where most of
the brethren came from (Manila, Cavite, Batangas, Zambales).
The fellowship held its opening
night on the evening of Oct. 4 to welcome the brethren with songs of praise
and scriptural readings led by the men
of the fellowship.
A beautifully crafted, multipurpose

B
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Columns and commentary

The Journal shutting down: some reasons
The writer, along with his wife,
Linda, is publisher of THE JOURNAL.
By Dixon Cartwright
IG SANDY, Texas—Plans are
for publication for two more
issues of THE JOURNAL after the
one you’re reading at this very moment.
We announced last month that in
January 2018, after a run of 21 years,
THE JOURNAL will come to an end.
Our last planned issue will be dated
Jan. 31, 2018, and mailed out in early
February.
As a result of that announcement,
we have received letters from readers,
mostly E-mails and mostly saying
they’re sorry to see us go.
Among the correspondence some
have asked for more information as to
why we have decided to call it a day,
so to speak.

B

My original intent for my newspaper
was to help people maintain contact
with other Church of God Christians
across the boundaries of the various
COG groups and also to provide a
forum.
We were kind
of like a blog
before there were
blogs.
We were different from In
Transition in that
John’s aim was
to have two of his
trusted friends
Dixon Cartwright
check out articles
before they were published in In Transition for correctness of doctrine.
The friends were Ron Dart and
Leon Walker.

In the beginning I believed my publication, at least my reason for publishing, was almost a necessity: if not
a necessity then something that I
thought would be a worthy service to
the brethren.
I still think that it is a worthy service, but not a necessity. Thinking THE
JOURNAL was almost a necessity was
presumptuous and naive. I can further
make this point by mentioning my
opinion about salvation.

Not eternally fragile
I no longer believe salvation is fragile, so to speak. I don’t think Christians
or other religious people must get their
religion exactly right for them to enjoy
eternal life and blissful consciousness
in the Kingdom or heaven or whatever
the goal happens to be.
I do not think God, whatever is the
Doctrinal opinions welcomed
exact nature and definition of God,
As time goes by
I did not share the view with John would set things up that way.
Some of my opinion about this is
One reason we’re shutting down that that was an appropriate consideraour publishing operation is that we’re tion for my newspaper. Rather, from implied in the series I started in 2011
getting along in years. The same the beginning I welcomed creative about the Bible canon.
I’m still active in a Church of God
month THE JOURNAL turns 21, I will essays, even those advocating unorthoturn 71.
dox versions of doctrines, and did not (actually, more than one) and consider
I had a heart attack in 2011 and feel the need to make sure they were myself a Church of God member, but
haven’t had the same level of energy correct or for me to agree with them.
I’m not the same kind of a Christian I
since then that I
was in 1997.
used to have.
I do get some
I did not share the view with John
And, perhaps
flak from some of
more signifithe anti-Armstrongthat doctrinal purity was an appropriate
cantly, I no longism bloggers for
er have exactly
supposedly being
consideration
for
my
newspaper.
the same reasons
an “enabler,” as one
for publishing
of my critics likes
THE JOURNAL that I used to have.
As a result, we printed many such to say. (He also likes to say I’m
I started THE JOURNAL because my opinion pieces—editorials, letters, insane.)
good friend John Robinson shut down essays—with many of them disagreeHowever, I’m not trying to enable
his paper called In Transition. As a ing with each other, frequently in the anybody. I’m trying to provide a fostaff member of that publication, I tried same issue of THE JOURNAL.
rum and an avenue for fellowship.
to get John to keep it going by giving
I’m not concerned about supporting
My main consideration was that
or selling it to me or someone else.
writers deal politely with each other in or refuting, for example, Herbert ArmOur negotiations in that regard fell their doctrinal and political discus- strong or other preachers.
apart and we could come to no agree- sions, especially since people with difIf I enable people to communicate
ment. So when he stopped publishing ferent interpretations of Scripture can and fellowship and voice their opinhis paper in January 1997 I started THE all reasonably prove their varying ions, then I guess by definition I am
JOURNAL in February 1997.
some kind of enabler.
doctrines from the Bible.

Squanto a big help that first Thanksgiving
The writer is a longtime member of
the Church of God. Write Mr. Wansley
at wansley@c-gate.net.

You knew his name was Squanto,
but did you know why he survived the
plague in the 17th century?
He just happened to have been captured before the plague and sold into
slavery in Spain and four years later
was bought by some kindly monks
who taught him English and the Christian faith, which he accepted.
He then made his way to England
and onto a ship back to America,
where he made his way back to his village. Once there, he found that the village had been wiped out.

December night and set upon the
shore right by the deserted village.
In the fall of 1621 the Pilgrims
wanted to organize a harvest festival
to give thanks to God.
It was patterned after the fall harvest festival called the Feast of Tabernacles, which is to be found in the
book of Leviticus.
They celebrated for three days with
nearly 100 Indians from the nearby tribe.
The Pilgrims supplied corn and
fish, and the Indians brought five deer.
They spent much time eating and
drinking and in a game of shooting
guns at targets.

By W. Robin Wansley
AUREL, Miss.—Speaking of
the annual Thanksgiving holiday observed by Americans and
people in several other lands, did you
know that the
Pilgrims just
happened to land
the Mayflower
in 1620 near a
deserted Indian
There they come
village that just
Squanto had escaped almost certain
happened to be
death by being enslaved, only to find Communal property
deserted due to
himself alone. Then came the Pilsome disease
Before this great harvest the Pilgrims.
that wiped out
grims tried setting up a system of
He helped the Pilgrims plant crops communal property but found that it
the Indians?
Robin Wansley
and translated discussions between the turned the incentives of hard workers
And there just
happened to be some stored corn in Pilgrims and a nearby Indian tribe.
upside down such that an able-bodied
As far as we know, he was the only young man saw no need to help others
the village for them to eat because the
plague had come through the village so English-speaking Indian Christian in and food rotted in the fields.
recently before the
With starvaPilgrims arrived
tion and deprivaand that no animals One lone Indian survivor was a member of the tion rampant, they
had come in and
abandoned
village who came out of the woods speaking soon
eaten the corn?
the communal
And that, since it
system and adoptperfect English and was a Christian.
was a deserted viled private-proplage, the land for
erty ownership,
crops was already cleared and there North America, and he returned as the and soon the privately owned farms
lone survivor to his abandoned village were selling and trading the excess
was a supply of fresh water nearby?
just in time to help the Pilgrims who fruits of their labor.
English-speaking lone Indian
just happened to land near the abanAlthough nearly half the Pilgrims
Did you know there just happened doned village due to their ship being were wiped out during the brutal
to be one lone Indian survivor who blown 250 miles off course (they were winter that preceded this first Thankswas a member of the village who heading to the island of Manhattan), giving, they considered the miracles
came out of the woods speaking per- and then the boat of their scouting mentioned above as from Divine
fect English and was a Christian?
party was carried by a large wave on a Providence.

L

“One last announcement, brethren. If we could
leave the building right after services, the VFW would
like to start their annual costume ball.”

Light of revival in South Texas
The writer attends the South
Texas Church of God with her husband (and pastor) Terry Post. She
lives six miles from Sutherland
Springs Baptist Church.
By Judy Post
A VERNIA, Texas--On Nov.
5, 2017, the sirens began
to sound throughout our
small community. Our neighbors
began to call everyone to announce
that there was a mass shooting at
the First Baptist Church in Sutherland Springs, Texas.
My husband, Terry, and I were in
disbelief as we received a call that
my cousin was killed while stepping
in front of the shooter to save her
grandson’s life.
Sutherland Springs is a community of 600 people, so we knew so
many who attended the small church
that was built in the 1920s. The
small chapel seated only about 60
people. We learned that 26 were
dead, many injured and only about
six survived without injury.

L

Origin of revivals
At the Feast of Tabernacles last
fall our friend (and elder from the
Houston area) George Crow gave a
sermon on what would it take for the
world to have a “revival” and turn
people’s hearts to God.
He mentioned the idea that many
revivals were the result of a major
disaster of historic proportions.
George’s words were prophetic
in this situation, not only to the people of Sutherland Springs but to me.

Reactions in community
It was inspiring to watch how the
comm u n i t y r e sponded to the
tragedy.
After the shooting the leadership of the
small church
set up their
small chapel
as a memorial
of those who
died.
The week
after the shooting the congregation met on
Judy Post
a baseball field
with about 2,000
in attendance.
On the following Sundays the
congregation set up a large tent
behind the broken chapel. Four hundred to 500 have attended ever since.
As I would go to the grocery
store, I would see people praying together in the aisles. People were
hugging and comforting one another
throughout the town. I truly saw a
revival happening before my eyes.
Shining examples
Even in this time of sorrow it was
inspiring to learn more about the
lives of the victims.
At my cousin Peggy Lynn’s
memorial the pastor opened my
cousin’s Bible and found in the back
a piece of paper with her prayer list.
The list was lengthy and it included
many people.
See I WAS PRAYING, page 16

In defense of Bill Dankenbring
John Brown is a pseudonym. Mr.
Brown was a friend of William F.
Dankenbring.
By John Brown
n this article I write a defense of
William F. “Bill” Dankenbring
and his legacy and reputation,
which was sullied since the 1980s by
his detractors in the Worldwide
Church of God.
The following was recently written about Mr. Dankenbring, who
lived in Omak, Wash., and who died
Aug. 28, 2017, at the age of 76:
“He remained a member of the
WCG [Worldwide Church of God],
but he founded Triumph Publishing
and started writing independently,
commercially marketing his books
during the WCG’s Feast of Tabernacles.
“Many expressed astonishment
that Mr. Dankenbring was not pre-

I

vented from doing this, especially
because his material was not entirely in harmony with the WCG’s
teachings.
“His Triumph Publishing grew
until 1980,
when he published an article that proposed a new
explanation of
the 2,300-days
prophecy of
Daniel. As a
result, the WCG
disfellowshipped him.
Bill Dankenbring
He then established Triumph and published a
monthly magazine, Prophecy Flash,
since that time.”
Yet there is much more to the story.
In the “Questions and Answers”
See FRIEND, page 15
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This is our preparation for our role when Jesus comes

The writer, born in South Africa in
1943, was a pastor in the Worldwide
Church of God for many years. Mr.
Botha graduated from the Bricket
Wood, England, campus of Ambassador College in 1967. He lives with his
wife, Helen, in a suburb of Dallas.
By Daniel Botha
OCKWALL, Texas—We have
a refugee problem and we are
looking for volunteers. We
need people
who will help
feed and accommodate
refugees.
Above all, we
need people
with compassion, people
with mercy and
acceptance,
people willing
to reach out to Daniel Botha
these stragglers, wipe their tears, bind their
wounds and help carry their children.
A tremendous task lies ahead of us.

R

Not talking about Syria
You may think I am referring to the
four million refuges who are streaming out of Syria, but I am not. I am
talking about a refugee problem that
will be so great that all other refugee
problems the world has ever seen will
dwindle into insignificance.
We read, in Isaiah 27: “So it shall
be in that day: the great trumpet will
be blown; they will come, who are
about to perish in the land of Assyria,
and they who are outcasts in the land
of Egypt, and shall worship the LORD
in the holy mount at Jerusalem.”
Many Christians know that Paul
wrote in 1 Corinthians 15:51-53 of a
mystery:
“We shall not all sleep, but we shall
all be changed—in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound, and
the dead will be raised incorruptible,
and we shall be changed. For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and
this mortal must put on immortality.”
We also know that it will be at the
sounding of the seventh trumpet that
“the kingdoms of this world [will]
become the kingdoms of our Lord and
of His Christ” (Revelation 11:15) and
that, at the sounding of the trumpet,
we will go to meet the returning Jesus
Christ in the air.
Facing death
However, when that happens there
will be millions who will face death,
ready to perish.
To them the sound of the trumpet
will be the most glorious sound they
would ever have heard, the sound of
divine intervention and the start of
what has been called the Second Exodus, an exodus so great that “it shall no
more be said, ‘The LORD lives who
brought up the children of Israel from
the land of Egypt,’ but, ‘The LORD
lives who brought up the children of
Israel from the land of the north and
from all the lands where He had driven
them’ ” (Jeremiah 16:14-15).
10 percenters
Add up the populations of the
countries of Western Europe.
Add to them the populations of the
United States, Canada, South Africa,
Australia and New Zealand.
Add to that a mixed multitude as
those who left Egypt with Israel.
Then take 10 percent of them because the prophet Amos wrote: “The
city that goes out by a thousand shall
have a hundred left, and that which
goes out by a hundred shall have ten
left to the house of Israel” (Amos 5:3).
What figure will you come to?
Fifty, sixty, maybe a hundred million.
A hundred million refugees who
will stream, by boat, on foot, toward
Palestine.
A hundred million refugees who
will need to be taken care of: by you

Christians who, with Jesus Christ and
all the saints, will be in Jerusalem.
Isaiah also wrote in 35:3-4: “Strengthen the weak hands, and make firm the
feeble knees. Say to those who are
fearful-hearted, ‘Be strong, do not
fear! Behold, your God will come
with vengeance, with the recompense
of God; He will come and save you.’ ”
Can you strengthen weak hands,
make firm feeble knees? Can you encourage the feeble-hearted? Do you
have the capacity to help the lame,
blind and weak?
Imagine if you were a refugee.
Who would you want to be there to
meet you as you straggle in the last
few steps to a new country?
Would you want to have someone
who is proud, a know-it-all, one who
thinks he is better than others? Would
you want Satan the devil to be there
waiting for you? Of course not.
Would you want someone like Job,
the great man of the Old Testament, to
be there, a man who lost everything,
who lost family and possessions and
then came to such a profound repentance that he said to God (starting in
Job 42:3-6): “I have uttered what I did
not understand, things too wonderful
for me, which I did not know. Listen,
please, and let me speak”?
God answered Job: “I will question
you, and you shall answer Me.”
Then Job responded: “I have heard of
You by the hearing of the ear, but now
my eye sees You. Therefore I abhor
myself, and repent in dust and ashes.”
What better person to meet you
than someone who has been there,
who knows what it’s like to lose everything and to turn to God with his
whole heart?
The best people
The best people to deal with these
refugees will be truly converted Christians who have truly repented, who
saw that they faced death and turned
to God in desperation and experienced
the mercy and help of God.
We can be those people.
“Now no chastening seems to be
joyful for the present, but painful;
nevertheless, afterward it yields the
peaceable fruit of righteousness to
those who have been trained by it”
(Hebrews 12:11).
We, yes, we Christians, have faced
chastening. We have faced trials.
Some of us have been through the
mill. We have suffered.
Hebrews continues in verses 12-13:
“Therefore strengthen the hands
which hang down, and the feeble
knees, and make straight paths for

German; anti-Pole; anti-Chinese; antiJapanese; anti-Mexican; anti-Latino.
Before and during World War II
America had a “quota” for how many
Jews would be allowed into the country. A handful were allowed. Many
remained stuck in Europe where they
were brutally interned, then gassed
and burned. Six million Jews died in
Nazi Germany while many countries
kept track of their quotas.
Recent news
When, more recently, a man infected with the Ebola virus ended up in a
hospital in Dallas, there came an uproar. Some Christians said, “Why did
he have to come here?”
When two nurses who had treated
him were infected, some thought all
Texans would die of the plague. When
two doctors, who had gone to Africa
to try to help those desperate people,
were brought back to the United States
to be treated because they had become
infected with that deadly virus, many
good Christian folks loudly objected, “They should have
been left in Africa!”
When groups of
women and children
from South America crossed the Rio
Grande into Texas
some shouted, “Send
them back!” even
though, some years
ago, President Reagan
had said, “We should
not send these people
back to face death.”
In spite of the anti-immigrant voices that have been heard,
America is a country of immigrants.
From the first English settlers who
came to its shores for religious freedom
and to find a home where they could
build a life, immigrants have streamed
to its shores.
Thousands of immigrants were to
be seen on Staten Island. As they waited to be processed by the immigration
authorities, they peered through the
barriers at the Statue of Liberty holding up her flame of freedom. They
knew what she stood for though they
may never have read the inscription
on Liberty Island:
“Give me your tired, your poor,
your huddled masses yearning to
breathe free. Send these, the homeless, tempest tossed, to me. I lift my
lamp beside the golden shore.”
God has plans
By the hundreds of thousands immigrants swarmed into the United

Joseph. Modern descendants of Joseph
are found in the English-speaking countries of the world to whom God has added more in territory, wealth and people
than we can imagine, and God is still
adding to Joseph. They come by plane
and ship, and some just walk across.
Truly repentant people know
Many hate the strangers who keep
coming to our countries. But the Bible
is full of references about how Israel
was to treat the stranger.
“You shall neither mistreat a stranger nor oppress him, for you were
strangers in the land of Egypt,” God
told Israel in Exodus 22:21.
Yes, we were strangers. Some of
our forefathers were refugees.
The best preparation you can make
to deal with the refugees God will
bring back to Palestine is to be repentant. Truly repentant people know
what it is like to turn their back on
everything they ever had, including
their own lives.

As Peter said
to Jesus: “We have left all and followed You” (Matthew 19:27).
Some of us have had to leave families and friends. Some lost employment
and had to move, become strangers in a
strange place. We’ve been there. We’ve
had to do it. We understand.
A few good sermons
Recently I heard a few good sermons. They were not given in a
Church of God. I heard them over the
television. They were given by Pope
Francis on his recent visit to the
United States. The pope quoted Jesus,
who said in Matthew 25:34-36:
“Then the King will say to those on
His right hand, ‘Come, you blessed of
My Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the
world: for I was hungry and you gave
Me food; I was thirsty and you gave Me
drink; I was a stranger and you took Me
in; I was naked and you clothed Me; I

Jesus said we should be taking care of the stranger, feeding
the hungry, giving something to drink to the thirsty, binding up
the wounded and encouraging the broken-hearted.
your feet, so that what is lame may not
be dislocated, but rather be healed”
(verses 12-13).
Hebrews is quoting from Isaiah 35.
We know what it is to strengthen
hands that hang down and the feeble
knees. We’ve been there. We’ve had
the experience. We will know how to
deal with the millions of refugees who
return to Jerusalem.
However, you can judge yourself.
Many of us live in America, the land
of the free and home of the brave. We
have had more than 200 years of dealing with refugees, and, unfortunately,
at times we failed miserably.
Some Americans were the cause of a
string of Native American refugees who
laid “trails of tears” across parts of our
country as they were forced to move
and move again and again. Their tears—
and blood and dried bones—still cry out
to the rest of us who wonder how we
could have been so barbaric.
There have been antirefugee Americans for as long as this nation has
existed: anti-Catholic, anti-Irish, anti-

States of America. Wave after wave
arrived. The United States of America
is a nation of immigrants. Its arms
have been wide open to them.
Now, instead of a Statue of Liberty
there is talk of a wall, like the Great
Wall of China.
“We will build a wall and the government of Mexico will pay for it,”
shouted one candidate for the Republican nomination for president of the
United States.
In spite of anti-immigration rhetoric, immigrants have continued to
come into the United States. Why?
Because God had other plans.
Rachel was added to
Way back in the book of Genesis
we read that Rachel, the favorite and
beloved wife of Jacob, finally had a
child, whom she named Joseph, for,
she said, “the LORD shall add to me
another son.” Rachel called her son
Joseph, meaning “added to.”
The rest of Genesis tells us how, in
spite of circumstances, God added to

was sick and you visited Me; I was in
prison and you came to Me.’ ”
Jesus continued in verses 37-40:
“Then the righteous will answer
Him, saying, ‘Lord, when did we see
You hungry and feed You, or thirsty
and give You drink? When did we see
You a stranger and take You in, or
naked and clothe You? Or when did
we see You sick, or in prison, and
come to You?’ And the King will

answer and say to them, ‘Assuredly, I
say to you, inasmuch as you did it to
one of the least of these My brethren,
you did it to Me.’ ”
Do we feed the hungry? Are we
giving something to drink to the
thirsty? Would we take in a stranger?
Would we clothe the sick, visit prisoners? All theses things are practice for
us for the task that lies ahead: the task
of taking care of refugees.
We haven’t always done that.
When Native Americans were plodding along the trails of tears, people
like us should have been there to dry
their tears.
When African Americans were
marching from Selma to Montgomery, we should have been there marching with then.
I wish I could be in Turkey, Greece
or Hungary so I could help succor the
refugees coming out of Syria. I cannot
be there. I am too old.
So I do the one thing I can do. I get
on my knees and pray desperately for
those people.
It matters nothing that they
may be Muslim, or belong
to some Christian church
of which I am not a
member. They are all
the brothers, sisters and
families of Jesus.
We are preparing for
our future vocation: the
task of helping people,
helping multitudes of
people. We read in
Luke 14:12-14:
“Then [Jesus] also
said to him who invited Him, ‘When you give a dinner
or a supper, do not ask your friends,
your brothers, your relatives, nor rich
neighbors, lest they also invite you
back, and you be repaid. But when
you give a feast, invite the poor, the
maimed, the lame, the blind. And you
will be blessed, because they cannot
repay you; for you shall be repaid at
the resurrection of the just.’ ”
It is not wrong to have a meal with
friends. Jesus ate many meals with
His disciples. However, if that is all
we do what reward is there for us, and
how can we ever experience what it is
like to reach out to strangers?
There’s a suffering world out there.
There are men, women and children
who need help. Some need food and
clothing. Others need encouragement.
This is our task. This is what Jesus
calls us to do.
So, as you see stories about refugees on your television, or hear it on
the radio—which, undoubtedly, you
will hear about for many months to
come—do not think it is a far-off
problem that does not concern you.
We should be concerned. We should
pray for them. When we can, we
should help.
Our calling now
In the meantime we should practice
what Jesus said we should be doing.
We should take care of the stranger,
feed the hungry, give something to
drink to the thirsty, bind up the
wounded and encourage the brokenhearted.
That is our calling now, and this is
our preparation for our role when
Jesus comes and we will have to deal
with one of the greatest problems we
will ever have faced: taking care of
refugees.
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The Concealed David Quiz
By Miss Emmett Koppe
Test your knowledge of King David. Select the answer you think is correct. Miss Emmett Koppe is a
college student who creates Scripture quizzes to
motivate fellow believers to open their Bibles.

1. Where in the Bible did God refer to David as a man after
His own heart?
(a) Samuel, (b) Psalms, (c) Acts

2. What animal did David kill before Goliath?
(a) Lion, (b) Bear, (c) Leopard

3. David could have killed Saul when he:
(a) Slept in his tent, (b) Attended to his needs in a cave,
(c) Slept in the midst of his men

4. Which prophet secretly anointed David as king?
(a) Nathan, (b) Elijah, (c) Samuel

5. Numbering the anointed and self-appointed kings over
Judea, what number was David?
(a) Third, (b) Fourth, (c) Fifth

6. Numbering the anointed and self-appointed kings over
Israel, what number was David?
(a) Fourth, (b) Fifth, (c) Sixth

7. What duties does God give David?
(a) Serving Him, (b) Becoming a man after His own
heart, (c) Feeding His sheep, (d) Commanding
and leading His people

8. What number is Jesse’s son David?
(a) Fifth, (b) Seventh, (c) Last
Answers: (1) a&c: 1 Samuel 13:13-14; Acts 13:22. (2) a&b: 1 Samuel 17:34. (3) b&c: 1 Samuel
24:3-4; 26:9, 11-12. (4) c: 1 Samuel 16:13. (5) a: 1st–Abimelech, Judges 9:22; 2nd–Saul, 1
Samuel 10:21; 3rd–David, 2 Samuel 2:10. (6) a: 1st–Abimelech, Judges 9:22; 2nd–Saul, 1
Samuel 10:21; 3rd–Ishbosheth, 2 Samuel 2:10; 4th–David, 2 Samuel 5:3. (7) a&b&c&d: Acts
13:22; 1 Samuel 13:13-14; Ezekiel 34:23; Isaiah 55:4. (8) b&c: 1 Chronicles 2:15.

Connections runs classifieds
Personals
I am seeking someone for a
friend, a male of age 55-65,
deaf or HH and can sign.
Someone who loves God, is
friendly, easygoing and honest, loves people and outdoor
activities. My name is Janece.
If interested, here is my
E-mail: janecemm1@gmail.com.
Widow, nurse, semiretired,
longtime COG member looking for a male friend age 65- Janece
80, grounded in God’s truth.
Write rocky695@att.net or 903-534-9131.
A young 73, resembles Merle Haggard with a similar background. My calling awareness started in
1980. Striving to live by the Old and and New
Testament. Seeking a petite lady of same mind.
Write to: J.M.H., 67888 Alabama Hwy. 77, Talladega, AL 35160.
I want to thank Gary Miller and ICY for running the
best ads I have seen in The Journal the last several
years and for having the best booklets.
Part-time caregiver needed in Spokane, Wash. Room
and board (small apartment) and $500 a month in
exchange for shopping, some cooking, housecleaning and laundry. Mike Davis, (509) 474-9907.

Resources
The End Time Church: from the Cathedrals to the
Catacombs—text/audio series. Latest chapter—
The King of the Church (https://danlwhite.wordpress.com).

Obituaries
George Newton Anderson, 91, died Nov. 10, 2017,
in Bakersfield, Calif., following a brief illness. He is
survived by his wife of 66 years, Joyce (Young)
Anderson; his children Shield Anderson, Loyal
Anderson, Faith Lopez and Melody Jenkins; their
spouses Sheila Anderson, Susan Anderson, Ray
Lopez and Robert Jenkins; his grandchildren
Daron, Elizabeth, Zachary,
Whitney, Shani and Judy; and
his great-grandchildren Quinn,
Karigan, Charlie, Abby and
James. His siblings Robert,
Owen, Henry, Reuben, Beulah,
Milton, Sula Kate and David
preceded him in death. ¶
George was born in Sebastian
County, Ark., the fifth of nine
children born to Omar and
Libreecy Anderson. George
proudly served his country George Anderson

Obituaries

Obituaries

during World War II in the Pacific theater as a sailor
in the U.S. Navy. His favorite wartime story was
that of being appalled by the sight of peasants in
Shanghai pulling rickshaws and insisting on
pulling one himself while a peasant rode as his
passenger. ¶ His passion and love for the Sierra
Nevada wilderness was one of many things
George passed on to his children. His ability to find
a trail or a spring where none was apparent, or
cooking a delicious lentil stew with nothing more
than what could be found in the wild, was his
trademark and an amazing memory his children
will always hold close in their hearts. ¶ George
leaves a legacy of having touched many lives
through his teaching career at County Line High
School in Branch, Ark., Arkansas Tech University,
and Tehachapi High School in California. He was
the recipient of many awards in journalism and
math, including the National Science Foundation
Scholarship. His leadership in church youth groups,
a lifelong devotion to creativity and generosity to
those in need and setting an example of parenthood is manifested by his children’s loving and
supportive relationships with each other and their
mother. ¶ He leaves us fondly remembering his
favorite quote (by Sam Walter Foss): “Let me live in
my house by the side of the road. And be a friend
to man.” ¶ Graveside services were held at
Bakersfield National Cemetery on Nov. 21, 2017.

countless friends. Although not having children of
her own, she had many who referred to her as their
mom. ¶ Funeral services were held Sept. 17, 2017,
at Stanleys Funeral Home Chapel in Tulsa.
Interment followed at Rolling Oaks Memorial
Gardens. In lieu of flowers, we just ask that you
make a donation to a food bank or prepare a simple meal or just send a note to someone in need.
Nothing could make her more happy. ¶ Margaret
will be greatly missed!

Margaret Shadric, 93, passed away on Sept. 2,
2017, in Tulsa, Okla. She was born April. 5, 1924, in
Pawnee, Okla. ¶ Margaret lived in New York for
many years before moving to Tulsa to care for her
beloved mother. She was a devoted daughter. ¶
She was eventually employed
by the W.K. Warren family as
their chef and housekeeper
for 35 years, retiring in 1991.
¶ Margaret was an avid daily
walker up and down Riverside Drive. On her morning
six-mile walks she met countless people over the years
and was loved and admired
by all. ¶ She always made
time to stop and visit, give a
hug and inquire about those Margaret Shadric
she had met and had grown
to love and they all adored her. She was still taking
a short walk a couple months before her death.
She was one determined lady. ¶ Margaret was
always active in her church as well as her community. Before her health began to fail, she was active
in her local food bank and sharing the food with
those less fortunate than her. She was always
preparing food for the sick and calling to check on
her church family, friends and neighbors. Her life
was one of service to others. ¶ Margaret is survived by multiple extended-family members and
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Howard S. Colby of Bear Valley Springs, Calif.,
passed away peacefully at home on Feb. 7, 2017.
He was 78. ¶ Howard was born Sept. 20, 1938, in
Cicero, Ill., to Howard S. Colby Sr. and Bernice E.
Hougham. He spent his childhood in Cicero,
although he did spend one year in Aurora, Ill.,
where he and his sister Pat attended a one-room
schoolhouse. He often spoke of that third-grade
experience with great fondness. He graduated
from J. Sterling Morton High
School in 1956 and spent his
college years at South Dakota School of Mines and
Ambassador College in Pasadena, Calif. He received his
A.B. degree in 1962, with a
major in theology and minor
in education. ¶ Howard began his teaching career at
Imperial Schools in Pasadena. He began teaching at
the elementary level and Howard Colby
moved to the high-school
level, where he taught journalism, English literature and photography. He was the yearbook adviser. ¶ While at Imperial he met and married his wife
of 53 years, Marjorie Hughes, who taught in the
same school. Their summers were mostly spent at
summer camps in East Texas or Minnesota, conducting wilderness canoe trips for teens. ¶ They
were privileged to travel the summer of 1969 to
Japan, Hong Kong, the Philippines and Australia. ¶
Leaving the teaching profession in 1972, Howard
began a second career in Bakersfield, first working
for the county recorder’s offices as a micro photographer. He soon transferred to work as a computer operator and quickly rose to a programmeranalyst position. ¶ During 1978-82 he worked with
the assessor, tax collector, auditor, sheriff, jury services, courts and an array of other departments, like
airports and weights and measures. The welfare
department would be added after a six-year stint
with Tenneco West as a programmer analyst, and
he quit when Castle & Cooke bought out Tenneco
West in 1988. He returned to the county to work
on the necessary Y2K century changes leading into
2000. Finishing early, he transferred to the welfare
department to help with their Y2K changes. ¶
Retirement was hastened due to health problems,
and a heart bypass surgery in 2003 gave him 14
more years to enjoy. ¶ Retired and living in Bear
Valley Springs, he loved participating and volunteering in the Tehachapi Valley Arts Association’s
community activities and working in Gallery ’n’
Gifts with his wife. He also loved gardening and
photography and was a voracious reader of world
and biblical history, Scripture study, current events,
family genealogy and, of course, his computer. ¶ He
supported an animal rescue and was generous to
many charities, especially for Indian schools. He
loved nature in all forms and photographed beautiful panoramas, from the High Sierra to the San
Bernardino Mountains, all from the deck of his
mountain home. ¶ Howard is survived by his wife,
Marjorie; his sister and brother-in-law, Patricia and
William O’Connell of Park Ridge, Ill.; brother and sister-in-law, Gene and Judy Hughes of La Crescenta,
Calif.; 16 nieces and nephews; their children; numerous cousins; and many friends. ¶ Howard was
preceded in death by his parents, stepmother, two
sisters and two nephews. ¶ As he wished, he was
cremated and a celebration of life held. For condolences please visit woodmortuary.net.
It is with great sadness that we announce the
death of Ron Wheeler, 80, on Nov. 4, 2017, in
Branson, Mo., leaving to mourn family and friends.
Cards may be sent to Barbara Wheeler, 2890 Victor
Church Rd., Branson, MO 65616.

(No, it is not the Jewish
calendar; not first visible
crescent based; does not
use the spring or
fall equinox.)

Remember, the sign
of the weekly and
annual Sabbaths
is at stake!
(Ex. 31:13; Ezk. 20:12, 20)
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Evelina “Evy” Hogue, 62, of Wasola, Mo., passed
away on Nov. 19, 2017, at her home surrounded by
loved ones. Evelina “Evy” was born on March 10,
1955, in Lawrence, Kan., to Royce and Evelyn
Eslinger. Evy attended elementary school at the
one-room schoolhouse in Romance and was in one
of the last classes to attend before it closed its
doors. ¶ She graduated from
Gainesville High School in
1972. She received her cosmetology license from West
Plains and opened her own
little shop in Wasola called
The Little Hair House. She
worked at Emerson Climate
Technologies in Ava, Mo., for
19 years before her health
rendered her unable to work.
¶ Evy was a runner. She has Evy Hogue
raced in numerous 5Ks and
10Ks and ran the Bass Pro Half-Marathon several
times. She received many medals, proudly displayed in her home. ¶ Growing up, she enjoyed
horse riding, which continued into her adult years.
She passed that love to her children. She enjoyed
going to rodeos and going on trail rides, always
ready to go when asked. ¶ The Fourth of July
became one of her favorite holidays because it
meant she could combine two things she loved:
family and camping. Usually deemed quiet and shy
by those around her, she was full of laughs and her
sense of humor was appreciated by those that
knew her. Her giant heart gained her more friends
than she could possibly count. ¶ God and family
were of the utmost importance in Evy’s life. They
were her passion and filled her life with joy. She
was a devoted Christian and made God the centerpiece of her life. ¶ Her faith in God carried her
through the difficult times, and she was always
ready to pray for someone whether he

See OBITUARIES, page 8
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Are the Law of God and the Law
of Moses One and the Same?

G

enerally speaking the churches
of God think they are the
same. Why?
Abraham obeyed the Law of God
(Gen 26:5). Did Abraham obey the Law
of Moses? Abraham never tithed to
Levi and he never offered his sacrifices
on the altar by the Tabernacle of God.
These were both absolutely required
by the Law of Moses (Lev 17:3-4, Num
18:24). So, even though Abraham
obeyed the Law of God, he didn’t obey
the Law of Moses.
“He said to them, ‘Moses, because of
the hardness of your hearts, permitted
you to divorce your wives, but from the
beginning it was not so’ ” (Mat 19:8).
The Law of Moses made concessions for the hard-heartedness of the
Israelites. Does the Law of God allow
people to be hard-hearted? Is there a
place for hard-hearted people in God’s
kingdom? If the Law of God and the
Law of Moses are the same, there must
be! (This particular example is quite
disturbing considering many of the

churches of God allow that members
may divorce when adultery is involved.
This is exactly what Moses allowed.
Those who teach that adultery justifies
divorce perpetuate hard-heartedness
according to Messiah.)
With the New Covenant God says,
“I will put My laws in their mind and
write them on their hearts; and I will
be their God, and they shall be My people” (Heb 8:10). God’s Law is written in
the mind and heart of the believer so
he/she will keep it (Rom 2:14-15; Deu
8:2). If one doesn’t clearly know the difference between the Law of God and
the Law of Moses, how can one know
that they are keeping the Law of God?
Can someone who doesn’t know
exactly what the Law of God is have it
written on their heart? Can they grasp
the New Covenant? “O LORD, I know
the way of man is not in himself; it is
not in man who walks to direct his own
steps” (Jer 10:23).
Understanding the distinction between the Law of God and the Law of

Moses is vital to understanding the
mind of God, how He thinks—and to
walk with the Creator. He hates
divorce (Mal 2:6). The Law of Moses is
not the Law of God. Yes, the Law of
God is included in the Law of Moses,
but not all of the Law of Moses is the
Law of God.
The average Protestant believes the
spirit somehow just inspires them. Can
they tell the difference between their
own way and the way of God? Can they
then direct their own steps? Do those
who go to church on the Sabbath always
choose what is right? Is Sabbath recognition the only obvious difference?
One may be closer in understanding
than the average Protestant. One may
think that he/she is rich and increased
with understanding, but the Protestant
roots of the Worldwide Church of
God have not been shed until His Law,
as it was from the beginning based on
His word, is understood and respected.
Our best guess is unreliable.
Could this be why the church at

Laodicea is criticized for being poor
and blind and naked? Do you read “I
will put My Spirit within you and cause
you to walk in My statutes, and you will
keep My judgments and do them” (Eze
36:27) but have little idea in which
chapters His judgments and His
statutes are concentrated? Do you hold
to the traditional pre-1986 WCG belief
that “We do not accept the statutes as
binding law, but, rather, appropriate to
the culture”? Yet this scripture indicates the indwelling of the Spirit of
God goes hand in glove with the keeping of His judgments and statutes.
Don’t wait for someone ordained of
men to look into this for you. Develop
your own relationship with your Creator through an in-depth study of His
word. Don’t guess at what is important
to the Creator. Begin to understand
why David had to meditate deeply on
His Law and never claimed a complete
understanding.
CreatorsCovenant highlights what
others have missed.

★ www.creatorscovenant.org ★
PO Box 1002 • South Pasadena, CA 91031

Obituaries

An Open Letter to All Husbands in the Church of God

Husbands, Do You Appreciate Your Wife?

T

he other night my wife and I went out
to dinner and while we were waiting
for our dinner to arrive I happened to
look down and see my
wife’s hands folded and
resting on the table. The
light above our table
seemed to highlight her
hands like a sun ray from
God. These were the same
hands that I thought were
so beautiful over 50 years
ago when we were first married.
My wife’s hands are still beautiful to me,
not because they’re attractive but because of
how her hands have served our children and
me all these years. I told her I would like to
have her hands cast in bronze as a wonderful
reminder to all of our family of her years of
service to us.
I contemplated how her hands have ironed
countless thousands of shirts, washed thousands of loads of clothes, cooked endless
numbers of meals, cleaned up messes that I as
a man would never touch with my hands.
Her hands have decorated our house with
paintings, tiling, sewing, and arts and crafts
for us to enjoy. Her hands gently soothe my
muscles when they are hurting. Her hands
encourage me when she hugs me and gently
pats me on the back.
As I sat there looking at her hands, I realized what a blessing she is to me. I confess I

have not always looked at her as a blessing. In
my younger years as a husband I didn’t see
my wife as a blessing but rather a possession.
Instead of seeing her as a helper in my life, I
saw her as a beast of burden, someone to
carry my load. I didn’t appreciate her—I took
her for granted. I expected her to serve me,
and I believed it was her duty as a wife to
serve me. It never crossed my mind that I
needed to thank her for all her hard work.
Oh, how I wish I could go back all those
years and do it over again. I would tell her
how “valuable” she is to me. A husband’s
greatest need is to feel “respected” by his wife.
The greatest need for a wife is to feel “valued
and appreciated” by her husband—that’s
what makes her feel loved by him.
Husbands, don’t make the mistake of withholding thanks and praise from your wife like
I did for so many years. The next time you
take your wife out to dinner, while you are
waiting for your meal to arrive, reach out to
your wife and take her hands into yours and
tell her why her hands are so beautiful to you!
My wife and I have gone through a fouryear training course at Christ Quest Institute
on marriage, and it has been life-changing for
both of us. We since have shared what we
have learned in a marriage seminar.
If you would like to view it online go to
greaterphoenixcog.org and click on “Sermons.”
We currently have seven sessions downloaded, with more to follow.

Wayne and Claudia Speed
1313 N. 25th Ave. • Phoenix, AZ 85009 • E-mail: truckinjeweler@hotmail.com

Continued from page 7
thought he needed it or not. Her family was also
the center of her life. She raised three children and
fostered several children, two of whom she adopted, all as a single mother. ¶ Evy had a large extended family, and Thanksgiving was her favorite time
of year because it meant everyone could come
together. ¶ Evy is preceded in death by her four
grandparents; her brother, Calvin Eslinger, and her
sister Louise Eslinger. She is survived by her children: Charley Hogue of Almartha, Christal and
Willie Curtis of Rockbridge, Wayne Hogue of
Wasola, Thomas Hogue of Wasola, and Bonnie
Hogue of Springfield; her grandchildren, Chase,
Makenna, Brianna, Bowan and Riley; her parents,
Royce and Evelyn Eslinger of Wasola; her siblings,
Linda and Tony Wasilcoff of Canada, Ona and
Raymond Boyd of Tennessee and Glenda Eslinger
of Springfield; and many nieces, nephews, greatnieces, great-nephews and cousins. ¶ A graveside
memorial service was held Nov. 24, 2017, at the
Jackson Cemetery near Romance, Mo. This is only
temporary. God be with you till we meet again.
Mark David Wine died in his home on Nov. 19,
2017, in Dallas, Texas. He was 51 years of age.

Obituaries
Mark was born on April 6, 1966, in Winchester, Va.,
to his parents, Paul and Loretta Meade Wine. He
graduated from Ambassador College with a degree
in theology in 1991. He married Heather Carman
on May 26, 1991. ¶ The
Wines moved to Dallas, Texas, where Mark continued his
studies and began working in
information technology. ¶
Mark was larger than life and
loved by many. He touched
many people with his generosity, passion and sense of
humor. He was a member of
the Church of God a Worldwide Association, Dallas congregation. ¶ Mark is survived Mark Wine
by his wife, Heather Leah,
and daughter, Anna Kate, his mother, Loretta
Meade Wine stepfather, Joe Shuster, sister Sherry
Murrow and brothers Radford, Rodney and Victor
Wine. He was preceded in death by his father, Paul
Wine, and brothers Paul Lee Wine and Kendall
Wine. ¶ Mark's funeral was held at Jones Funeral
Home, Winchester, Va., on Nov. 25, 2017. In lieu of
flowers, memorials may be made to Heather and
Anna Wine at gofundme.com.

The House of God
WELCOMES ONE AND ALL!
For those shut in or who don’t have a church in your area,
we have live Streaming services on our website and
YouTube each Sabbath at 10:30 AM and 1 PM.
Bible study Wednesday at 7 PM where lively
discussions occur on God’s Word.
SERVICES:
Call home office: 254-727-4424
1309 N. 15th, Temple, TX 76504
E-MAIL:
houseofgod1015@gmail.com
Join us at the Feast of Tabernacles in
Galveston, Texas, or Colorado Springs, Colorado.
Go to www.hgchurch.com for more information.
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The Ezekiel WATCHMAN
God’s Warning Message

“Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and
dreadful Day of the LORD” (Malachi 4:5; Matthew 17:10-11).

“Will There Be FEW Saved?”

A

Alton B. (Don) Billingsley

Most Serious Question—Concerning the coming of Jesus Christ and
the resurrection of the saints, the
question was asked of Jesus Christ:
“. . . Lord, are there FEW who are
saved? . . .”
The Response of Jesus Christ—“Strive
to enter (on God’s terms) through the Narrow Gate, for MANY, I say to you, will
seek to ENTER and will NOT be able!”
Churches of God—The approximate count
of the churches that split off from the former
Worldwide Church of God is 700, more or
less. Each one has a difference in belief and
teaching, otherwise there would not be that
many—and, conceivably, all would be of one
church, but this is not the case.
An Erroneous Belief—Each one believes
it will be the only one to be numbered AMONG
THE FEW TO BE SAVED! However, based on
what Jesus Christ said, each one has to strive
(Greek: as in agony) to enter through the Narrow Gate; is this taking place?
Scriptural Requirements—Scripture also
reveals: To be among the FEW, each one has to
be led by the Spirit of God (Romans 8:14). Each
one has to be obedient to the government of
God while walking within His laws and doctrinal teachings (Acts 5:32)—teachings that He
has placed within His one and only true
Church by the Elijah of the end-time (Malachi
4:4-6; Matthew 17:10-11); not many churches,
but His One True Church (Matthew 16:18).
Many Denied Entrance—Jesus Christ
said the MANY will not be able to enter, only
the very FEW will be accepted by Him—not
only to be given refuge in the soon-coming
Great Tribulation, but also to enter His
Kingdom by being born again into the Spirit
Family of God (John 3:3-8). Many erroneously
believe they are already born again. They need
to use “the hat-pin test,” to see if they feel pain
and bleed by using it!
Crying Out for Acceptance—Jesus Christ
further said, “When once the Master of
the House has risen up and shut the
door, and you begin to stand outside and
knock at the door, saying, ‘Lord, Lord,
OPEN FOR US,’ and He will answer and say
to you, ‘I do not know you, where you are
from, then you will begin to say, ‘we ate
and drank in Your presence, and You
taught us in our streets.’ But He will say,
‘I tell you that I do NOT know you, where
you are from. Depart from Me, all you
workers of iniquity (Luke 13:25-27).’ ”

True Before January 16, 1986—The ministry of the former Worldwide Church of
God, having come from other churches and
different walks of life, were drawn by Jesus
Christ to attend one of the three Ambassador
Colleges. While there they were taught the
laws and doctrinal teachings of God under the
direction of God’s late apostle.
They were then used by Jesus Christ to pastor local churches and to support the Work of
God, preaching the Gospel (Matthew 24:14),
and the Ezekiel warning message (Ezekiel 33:79), that He had called and chosen Mr. Herbert
W. Armstrong to take
to the nations of this
world. And for the
most part the ministry did fulfill their
responsibilities.
Needed Unders t a n d i n g —W h e n
considering that time,
in view of what took
place after the death
of Mr. Herbert W.
Armstrong, it can only be understood when comparing the ministry and the membership under his apostolic
leadership with that of ancient Israel under
the leadership of Moses.
God’s Holy Spirit—To fulfill God’s purpose for the use of Israel as the centerpiece of
His Master Plan for the ultimate salvation for
all mankind, He placed His Holy Spirit within Ancient Israel (Isaiah 63:11-13)—in their
minds and midst, but not within their hearts.
Jesus Christ did exactly the same with the
ministry and the membership as well during
those years.
The Power of Spiritual Darkness—The
ministry and membership were used by Jesus
Christ until Mr. Herbert W. Armstrong died
(January 16, 1986). Then the Holy Spirit of
God began being lifted from their minds due
to their beginning acceptance of the pagan
doctrinal teachings of the Catholic and Protestant churches as taught by the apostate pastor general and his administration. Then the
power of spiritual darkness began descending
upon them and they returned to the world
from which they had come (Colossians 1:13).
No Acknowledgment—In regard to their
cry for acceptance by Jesus Christ, He said, “I
do not know you where you are from—
depart from Me, all you workers of iniquity!” (Luke 13:25-27). Due to their sinful acceptance of one or more, or all, of those pagan

teachings, and beginning their own churches,
they were no longer recognized by Jesus Christ.
Wailing and Gnashing of Teeth—“There
will be weeping and gnashing of teeth
(anger), when you see Abraham and Isaac
and Jacob and all the prophets in the
Kingdom of God (Luke 13:28; during the
GWTJ, Revelation 20:11-12), and yourselves
thrust out!” (cf. Matthew 25:11; 13:3-42). Not
being worthy to be taken to the Place of Safety
nor accepted to be in the 1st Resurrection.
Question—Are YOU one of the FEW?—or of
the MANY? Examine yourself to see where you
fit in view of God’s true
teachings (II Corinthians 13:5). It could make
the difference.
God’s True Church
—It should be realized
by those who know
and believe the teachings of God’s Holy Bible that Scripture reveals God has only
ONE C HURCH (Matthew 16:18)! And in His
Church are only those
whom God has selectively called and added
to it (John 6:44; Ephesians 4:1-16); A LITTLE, LITTLE Church (Greek: a double diminutive, Experimental Commentary, Luke 12:32; Matthew 7:1314). And in God’s true Church the fullness of His
true teachings are believed and taught by His
true and faithful ministers (Revelation 3:7-13).
MYSTERY OF THE AGES—Study your Bible
together with this last unedited book Mr.
Herbert W. Armstrong wrote, ISBN 0-39608773-6, and please wake up! This could save
your life from these worsening troublesome
times before us. REMEMBER—Mr. Armstrong was the man Jesus Christ used to teach
all of us the fullness of His true teachings (II
Timothy 3:13-14).
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US Suicide Part 9
With Justice for None (1989)
y Gerry Spence: “I have spent most of
my life representing ordinary people
against the corporate giants . . . the
power of money invades every cell of the justice system and destroys its promise (of justice
for all) . . . crimes of nonliving corporations
cost the rest of us ten times more than all the
crimes of all the street thugs, mobsters, crooks
and scam artists combined.”
Most people merely want justice in their
case, to get properly compensated for corporate
wrong. While corporations have expensive,
skilled lawyers able to convince jurors the company did no wrong. Or if it did, the individual is
compensated, but any systematic wrongdoing
for suffering others is impeded. When the winning party agrees to settlement and the court
findings are to be kept confidential so of no help
to others suing for the same reasons. So the firm
is not punished and admits no guilt. The ‘winning’ individual may have won a large sum, but
far less than if he actually won the case. And the
company can continue a dangerous practice
hurting others. The ‘winner’ has spent a lot of
money suing and is eager to win something.
The US has 2.67 lawyers per 1000 people,
and 2/3 of the lawyers in the world live in the
US. Surveys show US lawyers tend to be
greedy, arrogant and charge too much. During
Nixon’s presidency, the nation had its suspicions confirmed, that lawyer means shyster
and crook. Spence spoke in lectures and individually to other lawyers to care more about
their clients and people in general.
Public defenders may get the worst of people to defend. Spence tells them to imagine all
people as babies once, and try to see how a few
of them became so bad over time. “If you cannot love your client, could you at least love the
child (inside)? . . . If we are not to be a nation
that tortures the accused for confessions, condones police brutality and permits the law to
burst open our doors in search of evidence
against us, then lawyers must throw up a
shield of technicalities to protect us . . . (even)
keep the secrets of dopers and murderers.”
America has changed, more couples are
getting divorced, and suing for custody of the
kids. “Gays are no longer closeted. Abortion is
legal, Crime is on the rampage.” In the past,
people did not lock their doors at night when
strangers could be trusted.
When Ralph Nader wrote Unsafe at Any
Speed to get car makers to make safety features, he was sued by them. They, instead of
correcting faults, smeared him. A Senate committee documented how General Motors hired
detectives to dig up dirt on his personal life.
But instead, this sleazy attack was exposed
and GM had to publicly apologize and ended
up making the needed corrections.
US judges act like priests, interpret laws,
change them according to their view and stick
their collective nose, intruding into every facet of
our lives. President Reagan appointed 744 federal judges and a new Chief Supreme Court Justice. They were quite alike, 92.6% white, 89.5%
Republican. Twice as many came from moderate
or big firms compared to small ones. So most
judges will represent larger firms over small.
Each judge picked by Reagan filled out a
10-page questionnaire and daylong personal
interview, so a committee would know where
they stand on such things as abortion, school
prayer and criminal procedure. Critics complain that this procedure allows a president too
much power, carrying out his political agenda.
Each judge feels obligated to decide cases as
payment of their political obligations. The
American Bar Association decides who can
become a lawyer, and its members are all
white elitists and all Protestant male.
Spence, in his early practice, was hired by a
rich contractor who he usually defended
against his employed subcontractors who did
not get paid. Spence found out the hard way
that many rich firms will take, say, $50,000,
and not pay. If they are sued, they make the
other accept $30,000, so still profit. He finally
felt like he was a man who protected the
greedy against the needy.
The rich can buy justice. The US government sued IBM for monopolization. But even
our government could not afford to keep paying large sums to continue the court battle.
While IBM had hundreds of lawyers, leased
plenty of office space, rented car fleets and
used 20 million documents.
Though our big government tends to be the
one with all the power over individuals. The
rich tend to have the lawyers, while the other
95% tend to be locked out of courts. A lawyer
may take a case on contingency of winning, but

B

they are costly for him if he loses. A case may
be won, but sent to an appeals court, or further
to the Supreme Court, all taking a costly toll,
many witnesses may not be available over time.
Labor slaves
“People as Property; Workers as Slaves”
One year before the Pilgrims landed, the first
shipload of slaves came to Virginia, and in
1837 the first American slave ship Desire
brought its holds filled with slaves from
Africa. The holds were sectioned into two by
six-foot cells with leg irons and bars. The
slaves were not let loose until they reached
America, relieving their excrement in the cell
One observer noted “so covered with blood
and mucus that it resembled a slaughterhouse.” One in five likely died, though others
claim as many as one in three died in the voyage. Even then, the profit margin was great
enough to continue the practice.
Ventilation was bad. In some cases, one
slave would kill his adjacent slave in order to
breathe enough. About 50 million Africans
were lost to the slave trade, 10-15 million
Blacks exported to America. By the Civil War,
4,400,000 slaves in America had established
the foundation of labor for the land of the free
and home of the brave. Author of our Bill of
Rights James Madison boasted after the
American revolution he could make $257
annual profit on each slave he owned, after
only $12-13 to maintain each slave yearly.
Besides slaves, Americans used indentured
servants from England. The poor there were
treated badly, imprisoned for petty crimes or
debt. They could escape their plight by going
to America as indentured servants comparable
to slaves, but allowed to be free after they
served their time. Hundreds of children were
gathered up in England also. Unlicensed beggars above 14 years old were flogged and
branded on their left ear unless someone
would take them for servants for two years. If
over 18 and a repeat criminal, they would be
executed unless becoming a servant another
two years. An offender three times was executed. In America the indentured were bought
and sold as slaves, men, women and boys.
Beatings, rapes and suicides were common.
While the practice of slavery and indentured servants dwindled, workers could still be
treated almost as slaves. John D. Rockefeller’s
Fuel and Iron objected to workers in the
Ludlow strikers so their tent dwellings were
burned, including burning or shooting women
and children. The US industrial empire was
built by using men up in long hard hours with
little wages. US workers were demanding
more wages and benefits, so some were replaced with Irish and Chinese immigrants, as
for laying railroads. The Interstate Commerce
Commission reported that in 1889, 22,000
railroad workers were killed or injured.
Factory workers toiled 12-hour days, 6 days
a week along with their children. While unions
began to form demanding an 8-hour work day,
company owners got the police to move in and
shoot strikers. US labor improved, but the US
still uses slave-like labor. Importing goods
from other nations made by virtual slave labor
continues. As in Bangkok, Thailand. Children
sweating in poor ventilated areas sewing garments for American stores see the terrible
working conditions better than dying in the
streets with bloated bellies. The US has raised
its standard of living by oppressing others.
Nowadays, US workers are being replaced
by machines and robot-like ones. The fewer human workers are subject to more toxic chemicals
so have many health problems, as in cleaners,
medicines or hair sprays. Some cause cancer or
sterility. Lack of protection from the hazards is
because companies want to profit more than provide adequate protection for their workers.
In jury trials deciding if a corporation is at
fault for worker injury or disease, few jurists
know that most have their own insurance companies. International Telephone and Telegraph
(ITT) owns 25 insurance companies. Corporations have lobbied Congress, so in 1980 it
passed a bill to stop the Federal Trade Commission from investigating or reporting on the
insurance business. Senators were ‘bribed’ by
campaign donations.
Insurance companies are usually aided by
the media that hypes stories of jurists awarding
very high sums for the companies to pay. But
the Wall Street Journal reported that only a
very small fraction of injured Americans get to
the courtroom. And only half of those who get
jury verdicts actually get compensation. While
hundreds of thousands of cases are settled out
of court, the victims are forced by their poor
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circumstances to settle for whatever small
amount they can get. Medical malpractice suits
are rarely carried out completely.
Thomas Jefferson wrote that “Money, not
morality, is the principle of commercial nations.” One example is Johns Manville found
out by its own studies that asbestos inhalation
caused lung cancer, but the findings were suppressed and no warning label was placed on its
products so its profit would remain the same.
Another example is E.F. Hutton and Company that seemed like a proper big company
that lauded its own ethics publicly. But it committed massive mail fraud and colluded with
organized crime. A securities law professor
said if this was done by an individual, “he’d be
barred from business for years, if not life.”
A third example: Ford Motor Company
noted that its Pinto gas tank was located badly,
so even at low speed a rear-end collision
would risk rupturing the tank and cause fire.
Despite this finding, Ford put the Pinto on the
market. In a few years in anticipation of regulations, Ford applied a cost-benefit analysis to
compare how the cost of a new part on a car
would make it safer. So potential human lives
lost or injured would be matched with profit.
If a corporation is sued, the case can go two
ways: If it can hide from the public, it offers a
secret settlement so the public will not know.
The lawyer cannot refuse this, since he is obligated to his client, not the public. One such case
was Jody Bonney, a child born without arms,
legs, tongue or chin from his mother taking a
hormonal pregnancy test. The company filed
delaying appeals when the FDA was going to
require the drug be withdrawn. This gave time
for the company to dump its remaining stock on
the public unawares, and Jody was one victim.
The company offered a settlement with secrecy.
Lobbyists for corporations can now put any
amount of money into the hands of Congressmen. “Now lobbyists sit right in the Committee
room keeping score. Sometimes they even signal to a member how to vote on a certain
amendment.” A corporation is a legal fiction so
it can ignore its responsibility to its neighbor.
Dirty War on Syria (2016)
Washington Regime Change by Tim Anderson: War propaganda typically involves “a
depressingly predictable pattern of demonizing the enemy leader, then demonizing the
enemy people through atrocity stories, real or
imagined.” While western media claims there
is a civil war going on, with many wanting to
oust Assad, the real problem is the US to get a
leader in favor of the US.
Anderson read as many books and articles
on the subject as he could. Spoke to many
Syrians and visited Syria twice. “Dirty wars
are not new.” Cuban national hero José Martin
predicted in Cuba’s war for independence
from Spain that in the US “they want to provoke a war, to have a pretext to intervene and
with the authority of being mediator and guarantor, to seize the county . . . There is no more
cowardly thing in the annals of free people, not
such cold blooded evil.”
The US sent the USS Maine into Havana harbor to intimidate and it blew up killing 258 US
sailors, giving the US the pretext it needed to
intervene. Even though no evidence proved that
Cuba demolished it. (Even a US military report
thought it was exploded by internal problems.)
The US conducted further Latin America dirty wars. As a CIA-backed one for alleged freedom fighters, actually mercenaries based in Honduras attacked the Nicaragua government and
people, killing 30,000 people. The international
Court of Justice found the US guilty of terrorist
attacks and claimed the US owed Nicaragua
compensation, but the US did not pay.
During the 2011 Arab Spring when many
Arabs were in turmoil, the big powers took
advantage to increase chaos and attack the few
remaining independent states in the region. So
Libya with the highest African standard of living was bombed by NATO and aided al-Qaeda
on the ground. The attacks were started by vilifying Gaddafi for a UN Security Council resolution to make a no-fly zone to protect citizens, that the powers ignored for their bombings. After Gaddafi died, no evidence was
found to substantiate he was threatening or carrying out massive massacres as was suggested.
Qatar and Saudi Arabia were providing
guns for the ‘freedom fighters’ and their media
blitz told of fake Gaddafi atrocities.
In the Syrian war, Syrian citizens saw first
hand daily terrorist attacks in cities, schools
and hospitals, and massacres of common people by NATO’s freedom fighters.
After Libya was destroyed and controlled,
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the US wanted to aid Israel by getting rid of
the leaders against it in the Mid-East, of Syria,
Lebanon and Iran. Iran would remain the only
nation without US military bases in the MidEast. However, Iran and Russia sided with
Syria, and Syria was developing ties with
emerging Iraq. The US and allies in the region
want to keep the Mid-East weak and divided.
US General Wesley Clark told in his memoirs that two weeks after 911, he was told by a
senior general at the Pentagon that Iraq would
be attacked. It was already decided then that
the attacks would be even bigger, that “We’re
going to take out seven countries in five years
(in the region).”
Iraq’s leader Saddam Hussein was an enemy
of Syria, by backing the Syrian Muslim
Brotherhood and cooperating with the US in its
long war with Iran (with weapons and intelligence reports). And the Syrian government had
wanted Iraq out of Kuwait in the first Gulf War.
In 2005 Condoleezza Rice spoke about creating chaos in the region in order to divide and
rule. While the US had been engaged in many
regime changes, the US Army manual on
unconventional warfare was revised in 2008
to teach of new tactics for the Mid-East. To use
surrogate forces backed and trained by the US
to avoid direct US conflict.
Pentagon doctrine lately means Full
Spectrum Dominance, dominate information,
economics, culture besides military. Illustrated
by the invasion of Iraq with embedded journalists, western ones integrated with US
troops. Taught through briefings, background,
security, protection and control behavior rules
and direct contact with the troops. These journalists later did admit they only viewed a narrow slice of the conflict.
Not only were most journalists thus allowed
only a certain perspective, that of the US military, but in this Internet age information was
controlled online. Through aggressive digital
marketing, interactive advertising and personal data collection. So search engines and Internet activity was controlled. Online NGOs
sprouted, some really independent, others
funded, linked and embedded in big power
agendas. The National Endowment for Democracy was already established. Its first president said in 1991 “a lot of what we do today
was done covertly 25 years ago by the CIA.”
Amnesty International was another NGO
that began in 1961 targeting support of prisoners, but eventually was taken over so it sides
with Syrian rebels. So blames the Syrian army
for many atrocities against civilians. Amnesty
tends to use partisan sources and rely on those
who have a vested interest in the conflict.
While NED and Amnesty are not funded
directly by the US government, they have
strong links with it. Human Rights Watch used
to get funded by many foundations, but lately
gets funds and reports from pro-Israel foundations. The HRW board is tightly linked with
the Council on Foreign Relations.
US helped create ISIS
To fight against Syria. Russian President
Putin in 2015 accused the US of playing a double game, claiming to be fighting terrorists, yet
funding, training and arming terrorists. The
idea is to publicly claim the war on terrorism,
while using terrorists to fight for US causes. It
also created other extremist groups, and several
have joined together to form ISIS. The US plan
involves creative destruction in the region, to
destabilize it, in order to divide and rule.
Several senior US leaders have cited the US
role in creating ISIS and aided in funding from
Arab allies: General Martin Dempsey head of the
US military spoke to a hearing of Congress in
2014 saying “I know major Arab allies who fund
(ISIS).” Senator Lindsey Graham then said “They
fund them because the Free Syrian Army couldn’t
fight Assad, They were trying to beat Assad.”
VP Joe Biden said in the next month that
our Arab allies poured plenty of money into
those who would fight Assad and provide
them weapons. Jihadists as al Qaeda and other
extremists elements coming from other parts
of the world, and ISIS.
Sometimes Israel directly backs the armed
groups against Syria, sometimes with its own
missiles. It was found out in 2014 that Israel
helps those fighting Syria with hospitalization.
Israel claimed it did this for humanitarian purposes, but a critic said it would not allow a
humble farmer to cross the heavily militarized
occupied Golan border to retrieve a stray goat.
A website linked to Israeli intelligence
called Debka File claimed “the heavy weaponry given Syrian opposition forces by the US,
Israel, Saudis, Jordan, Turkey and Qatar include tanks, armored vehicles, rocket launchers, machine-guns, anti-aircraft weapons and
at least four types of anti-tank weapons.”
How do recruiters get fighters to join Syrian
resistance? They are offered this holy war by
promises of a house, good salary and a bride.
US incompetence is claimed when US aircraft
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dropped a load of weapons and equipment so
ISIS could use them. The US admitted ISIS
seized them, but by mistake.
Colonial mind-set
Past interventions to exploit other countries
were claimed in humanitarian terms, as the Great
Civilizing Mission pictured armed US military led
by a goddess in white clothing leading the charge,
against the Indians (of India). Claimed aiding
Indian women to save them. A similar ploy was
used for the invasion of Afghanistan in 2001,
NATO forces were just protecting Afghan women
as a savior complex. In reality, in 2013 only 5.8%
of Afghan women had secondary schooling, 7th
lowest in the world. Afghan women average 6
babies each, the 3rd highest in the world, which
links with low education. “Occupying armies do
not send children to school.”
This is similar to the British legacy of
claimed protection of India’s women, to protect
them from being thrown on their husband’s
funeral pyre—a rare event. But British colonial
rule had very little change on the practice.
When India gained independence, its adult literacy was only 12%, and women much less. It
still lags in many respects from British invasion.
The US claims to have never been a colonial
power, instead a beacon of freedom. But the US
Declaration of Independence was written by
slave-owners and ethnic-cleansers of Native
Americans. And the document actually castigates the British for limiting seizure of native
American land.
Overthrow (2006)
Regime Change from Hawaii to Iraq, national
bestseller by Stephen Kinzer: He focuses on
cases where the US played the decisive role, not
others that the US contributed with other nations
or groups as in the Congo in the 1960s. Also not
included are Mexico, Haiti and Dominican
Republic where the leaders were not disposed.
Usually the US hyped the action in media,
claimed aiding liberty or US national security.
While multinational corporations emerged over
a century and had the clout to influence the US
to take action for their profit. Strong tribes or
nations attacking weaker ones is not new to
exploit their resources. But hindering corporations has become almost the same as adversely
affecting the US. Any foreign leader who
asserts his country’s rights over the US or its
corporations must be punished or deposed to
send a clear message to others.
US regime change may have worked in the
short term, but has adverse effects for the US in
the long term. Creating instability in other
nations actually weakens US national security
and increases hatred toward the US.
Hawaii—A few rich elite from the US and
Europe started the sugar industry there. They
controlled the economic system, while the
natives became vassals to them. Monarchs
there were merely figureheads. But Queen
Liliuokalani wanted to change that by getting
law passed so only natives could vote and not
outsiders. High property qualification to vote
was to be eliminated.
Sugar production is labor-intensive and neither Whites or natives wanted to do the work.
So Japanese and Chinese laborers were imported called coolies. The sugar planters’ power was
secured by forcing King Kalakaua by the threat
of bayonet to allow them to do the actual ruling.
So a bayonet constitution was installed. When
he died, his sister the Queen took over. “When
her brother turned Pearl Harbor over to the
Americans in 1887, she wrote in her diary that
it was a day of infamy in Hawaiian history.”
When she had law passed against the
planters, the US offered her a great sum as a
bribe, but she refused. So the US sent troops
there and forced monarchal rule to end.
Cuba—The US took advantage of Cubans
fighting for independence against Spanish rule
and aided them. But just as they were about to
celebrate their victory, the US stepped in to stop
it and wanted the rebel army disbanded. The
US became overlord, and by various means as
imposing tyrants to control Cuba.
Cubans revolting against the Spanish needed
aid over the Spanish general there causing thousands to die by starvation in fortified camps.
President McKinley was more alarmed by
Cubans gaining rule since they would launch
sweeping reforms for their own good and not
allow US control. If the peasants started land distribution, US businessmen would be hurt, having
risked their investments there. Americans had
passionate hatred against Spanish colonialism,

and were hyped by such US press as William
Randolph Hearst fabricating stories against the
Spanish, real and imagined atrocities. He hyped
the sinking of the USS Maine in Havana harbor
as Spanish treachery. While the gunboat was
moved there to provoke, instead of taking Spanish offers for peaceful negotiations.
President McKinley gave Cubans US support though they did not want it. Congress
made the Teller Amendment to pledge the US
would allow Cuba to be free and independent.
But later made the Platt Amendment to reverse
it, that set the precedent so the US could rule a
nation without actually owning it. So false
excuses were made: That US fighters did all the
fighting and Cubans were lazy and cowards.
Since few US reporters witnessed the fighting,
most in the US did not know the truth. And
since, as was reasoned in the US, Cubans could
not fight, neither are they capable of self-rule.
So when Spain was defeated, Americans
thought badly of Cubans for not falling on their
knees when US troops came to aid them. “The
Platt amendment gave Cubans permission to
rule themselves as long as they allowed the
United States to veto any decision they made.”
Since they reneged on an Amendment 3
years later, Americans were asked by the New
York Evening Post: “Given a solemn and unmistakable promise of independence to Cuba,
how can I lie out of it and still go to church to
thank God that I am not as other men are?”
Philippines—The US aided revolt against
Spain, but when the US demanded control, Filipinos fought back against that. McKinley cited
commercial interests there, more than just a base
for shipping. He issued an executive order proclaiming US sovereignty there. But several Senators objected, and Senator Knute Nelson said
“We come as ministering angels, not as despots.”
US troops called Filipinos goo-goos. They
wrote home boasting how they would quickly
defeat them like the Indians. Due to a US
blockade the rebels did not have many
weapons, so they resorted to guerrilla tactics as
slitting throats, setting booby traps and fires.
US troops, many veteran Indian-fighters,
responded in kind. After two of US General
Wheaton’s companies were ambushed, he ordered every town within 12 miles be destroyed
and the people killed. The US imposed censorship so its atrocities were not known until the
censorship was lifted in 1901.
The Philadelphia Ledger reported: “Our
men have been relentless, have killed to exterminate men, women, children, prisoners and
captives, active insurgents and suspected people, from lads of ten and up, an idea prevailing
that the Filipino was little better than a dog,
noisome reptile in some instances, whose best
disposition was the rubbish heap. Our soldiers
have pumped salt water [called the water cure]
into men to make them talk.” And told how
people were executed on a bridge to float in the
water as a lesson to others.
“Americans occupied Balangiga for several
weeks, subduing it, according to later testimony,
through imprisonment, torture and rape. US
Colonel Jacob Smith ordered his men to kill those
over ten and make the island a howling wilderness.” Much outrage occurred in the US when it
was learned that US troops killed 11 Filipino
porters who were working for them. Most Americans thought their soldiers were good, acting on
a higher moral plane. The offending officers were
charged but were acquitted.
More reports told of repeated water cures.
The Baltimore American lamented that “We
have actually come to do the thing we went to
war to banish.” Other publications told that we
adopted barbarism, and wholesale and deliberate murder.” Mark Twain changed his mind and
became against the war, saying the US flag
should have its “white stripes painted black and
the stars replaced by skull and crossbones.”
Yet some Americans claimed only a few
soldiers were at fault. Henry Cabot Lodge was
put in charge of an investigating hearing about
the atrocities, but he limited the scope. One
critic claimed it a whitewash and sleight of
hand trick to hide the facts.
Panama—In order to build and own the
Panama canal, the US funded ‘rebels’ in the
province of Panama to revolt from Colombia
and form the nation, since Colombia did not
like US control. Two US warships intimidated
Colombians, and 8 more added to gunboat
diplomacy. So the small number of rebels
seized Panama to make it a republic, and allowed US control over the canal zone.
Nicaragua—Incited by a plea by a Boston
businessman wanting access to fine woods as
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mahogany there, the Monroe Doctrine that forbade other nations from meddling in ‘our
waters’ was added to, with the Roosevelt
Corollary that allowed the US to intervene in
the Western Hemisphere. When the Nicaraguan
leader began to resist US policies, US Major
Smedley Butler and his marines aided rebels.
(He later wrote the book War Is a Racket telling
how his troops were used in many wars for US
corporation business in foreign nations.)
Honduras—Sam ‘the Banana Man’ Zemurray became the uncrowned king of Central
America. His fruit company joined with others in
United Fruit that dominated there. He had promised Hondurans such things as a nationwide rail
system, but only built what he needed for his
company. His financial clout prevailed over the
nations in the area. One study claimed United
Fruit “throttled competitors, dominated governments . . . domineered over workers, fought organized labor and exploited consumers.”
In 1952 a national movement arose to return
land to natives. Zemurray hired Edward Bernays of mass manipulation fame to blacken the
image of the government, as going Communist,
and redistributing land sounds Communist. The
CIA also began a propaganda campaign,
including the Voice of Liberation radio.
Great White Fleet—Teddy Roosevelt had
ships made for his armada of white-painted
warships and sailed them around the world, a
kind of saber-rattling announcing the US was a
major war power. In 1854 US gunboats went to
Japan to coerce them to open their markets to
the US. In 1882 the same with Korea. But only
at the end of the century did gunboat diplomacy become an integral part of US economy.
Critics claimed the US became like the states of
the old world by arming itself like them and
aggrandizing itself like them. Claiming in each
intervention that the US is not trying to expand
its power for resources, but help those suffering. Hawaii was annexed for US new empire,
and Bill Clinton sat with a Hawaiian delegation
in the Oval Office in 1993 and apologized for
the US overthrow of a legal government.
US forced control over Cuba finally led to
Castro emerging as Communist leader. He was
preceded by Batista who encouraged US
investors, including prostitution and gambling
run by gangsters. Castro took over foreign corporations, banned capitalist enterprises and
allied with the Soviet Union. US regime change
definitely went wrong here.
While the US finally let the Philippines become formally a nation, it did lease US bases at
Subic Bay and Clark, that became cities in themselves with Filipinos as the work force. Including
a network of bars, bordellos and massage parlors
just outside the bases. As Eisenhower predicted,
these bases would show US power, but also grow
Filipino hatred against it.
Iran—Britain paid Iran only 16% of its oil
sales, by bribing a monarch. When Prime Minister Mossadegh took office he wanted to oust
the oil company and aid his people. Britain got
the US CIA to vilify him in the press with bribed
writers, and hired thugs to create chaos in staged
attacks on religious figures and respected
Iranians. And paid for thousands of demonstrators to complain at parliament. Newspapers ran
articles and cartoons showing the PM ranging
from a homosexual to a British imperialist. Finally, the shah was placed in power.
Vietnam—France gave up its colony after
much money and lives, to the US which lost
much as well, despite massive bombings, to
guerrillas fighting to be free of foreign rule. The
US supported Diem despite his unpopular rule
like a feudal warlord and his elimination of elections to remain in power. Until public outrage
came when monks burned themselves alive.
Kennedy sent thousands of US troops
claimed as advisers to hide the real facts from
the US public. They conducted war themselves,
while Diem’s troops tended to only protect him
from coups. While the US wanted control of
the nation, he desired to negotiate a peace with
Communists from the north.
US aid to South Vietnam led to corruption of
officials and reluctance for anyone to fight. Finally,
Diem’s family’s reaction to the monk burning was
callous, called a barbecue, and told “Let them
burn.” Martial law was set up. Finally, the US supported a military coup and Diem died, though
staged as a weak attempt to appear a suicide.
Chile—Allende was popular and might have
been elected, wanting to nationalize US corporations there. ITT was the largest and he wanted to take over the phone system. But ITT had
many in the US with clout, knowing influential
officials or ones that own stock in the company.
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One of note was John McCone, both an ITT
board member and former CIA director and
remained getting paid as consultant. The US
supported Allende’s key opponent so he won
the 1964 election.
In 1970, the CIA bought support in Chile
with propaganda against Allende, but he was
popular and won. The US had trained Chilean
troops in the School of the Americas. Kissinger
created chaos in Chile. Economic, political and
psychological warfare were conducted. The US
kept spare parts from reaching Chile so many
of its buses and taxis became out of service.
Muck-raking newspaper columnist Jack
Anderson of the Washington Post broke the
news that the US was bribing key Chileans to
bring down Allende, a democratically elected
president, in economic collapse. Strikes shut
down shops and truckers, so food became
scarce. Finally, a US-backed Chilean military
coup seized and killed him. General Pinochet
became powerful and assassinated rivals, and
made torture a state policy.
Iran—The shah kept any opposition to him
suppressed, whether civic group or newspaper.
His regime was so bad that Ayatollah Khomeini
and his anti-western rule became powerful,
calling the US the great Satan. And seized the
US embassy in Tehran, taking US diplomats
hostage. US citizens became Iran haters because they did not know what the US had done
there with the shah.
Panama—General Noriega was recruited
by the US and rose to power, doing about anything he wanted as long as he allowed the US
to control the Panama Canal Zone. Nationalism
arose over the years from resentment of US
takeover earlier, and corruption by Noriega
added to that. Finally, his beheading of an
opposition leader led to the US invasion there.
Panamanian resistance was small with only a
relative few knowing combat training. He was
taken and locked up in Miami.
Afghanistan—The CIA sent Afghan guerrillas $472 million in 1986 and $630 million the
next year to fight Soviet incursions, matched by
the Saudis. Osama bin Laden joined the fight,
an employee of the CIA, and Saudi royal.
When the Soviets left, the Taliban eventually
took over. Religious recruits from Pakistan
were trained to fight, of Saudi-sponsored religious schools. Osama came back after several
years, with his al Qaeda terror group. The US
did not object to Taliban rites, as making
women wear burkas and amputations for stealing. They did forbid growing of poppies, which
flourished after they were ousted.
The US oil company Unocal wanted to build
a $2 billion pipeline for natural gas and did not
mind what regime ruled as long as the pipe
went through.
The US was outraged by the 911 attacks and
attacked Afghanistan. Heroin returned as the
premiere crop, for drug and warlords to rule.
Iraq—“It is the only conflict Americans
ever fought without truly knowing why . . . Iraq
was at the top of the White House agenda from
the moment Bush took office in January 2001.”
So they needed a good reason to justify attacking it. Deputy Secretary of Defense Wolfowitz
claimed Iraqi terrorism would justify such an
attack, but heads of the CIA claimed there was
no evidence of such Iraqi terrorist threats
against the US. Previously, the US had backed
Saddam with much support and funds to war
against Iran. When he wanted to take over
Kuwait (for slant drilling oil into Iraq), he
asked US Ambassador April Galaspie if the US
would mind and she said no. Economic sanctions had crippled the nation for a decade.
The Wall Street Journal headline “Don’t
Attack Saddam” said “There is scant evidence
to tie Saddam to terrorist organizations and
even less to the Sept. 11 attacks.” An attack
would divert effort from the war on terrorism.
International consensus is not to attack [why
few nations joined a coalition].
Reasons were drummed up to justify attacking
Iraq in 2003. As WMD of chemical, biological
and nuclear weapons. While Cheney said the war
has nothing to do with oil, history has shown otherwise, and most of Bush’s team and himself
were oilmen. Giant corporations stood to profit
much from the war, as Cheney’s Halliburton, and
the Carlyle Group. The US wanted military bases
in the region, to take the place of Saudi Arabia
that objected to bases there. Bush claimed we
would give Iraqis freedom. Israel would be
helped by crushing its opponents.
Terrorism in Iraq increased after invasion,
and the US continued torturing prisoners. US
troops conduct nightly raids on Iraqi civilians
terrorizing them.
[See Wikipedia article “United States involvement in regime change” with a map of
each nation.]
—Mr. Jan Young
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— Rash Decisions —
I take this as a statement of anger and hurt.
erriam-Webster dictionary de- erally decades of heartache.
I’m sure this is why God warns us over and I’d guess there are plenty reading this who are
fines ‘rash’ as: “marked by or
proceeding from undue haste over to be careful about shooting our mouth familiar with being left behind by one they
or lack of deliberation or cau- off. I’m not going to list a lot of scriptures for love. Or who can imagine how they have hurt
tion; a rash promise.” The this, because you should know them already. I someone by leaving.
“There were those empty threats and holexample should bring to mind a am going to point out a biblical example and
low lies; and whenever you tried to hurt me; I
possibly tragic Biblical example. Why did I use my own life example.
In Judges 11 we read about Jephthah. In a fit just hurt you even worse and so much deeper.”
chose this topic? Because I have seen several
Every one of you reading this knows these
examples lately that have impacted friends. of emotion, he made a very rash vow to God,
emotions: how you fought back against the
And a song on the radio on the way home which, according to the record in
Judges, cost the family dearly.
one you are bound to because of your
made me think back to events in my life.
anger at their insensitive actions
First example. A buddy I work with called Some believe he actually sacor words.
me about three weeks ago. He wanted my rificed his only daughter
Now comes the rash deciadvice about quitting the company we both to fulfill his vow. Others
sion. Maybe you. Maybe
work for. He had several reasons, but it was believe he dedicated
your mate. Whatever was
obvious the main one was his damaged ego her to God as a perdone, and whoever it was
from a perceived offense one of the owners petual virgin. Either
done by that caused the
had committed against him.
condition meant that
‘slamming of the door,’
I say perceived, because in my opinion, he Jephthah’s family
the decision was made.
was probably due for the criticism. He did line was terminated.
And the consequences
have some other valid logical points for a pos- This was a major isare set.
sible change. He would be working at the sue to families in
“But you were history
same location daily. He would always have a biblical times.
with the slamming of the
7–3:30 job. The work site is only five miles
We learn that Jephdoor; and I made myself so
from his home and it’s a suburban site so there thah had been driven
strong again somehow; and I
is no parking fee.
away from society and
never wasted any of my time
I felt those were all valid reasons to consid- lived as an outcast. When
on you since then.”
er leaving. We work many times at night called back to fight for the
Here’s where the song hits home.
because the clients we have don’t like the real- Israelites, he was somewhat bitSee, we get married in a flush of emotion.
ity of construction. We work downtown a lot, ter. Point being, he accepted the comand parking is not one of the benefits our mission to lead Israel into battle due to at least Everything is fantastic! This is the person who
union requires employers to pay. In construc- some emotional interest. We then learn he will make our life complete.
But then he says something insensitive. She
tion, our work doesn’t come to us, we go to it. continued that emotional mind-set into battle
Meaning there are times when we have to and promised God something most people begins to see his habits that grind at her sensibilities. On and on it goes. Here a little,
commute perhaps 50 to 100 miles one way.
would have realized was a rash commitment.
His decision was to leave the company he
Have you done the same? Made a decision there a little. Just another Brick in the Wall I
had been at for about 17 years. Like most based on emotions? I guarantee you have and con- wrote about before.
Soon enough a man at work mentions to her
workers in my industry, he’s had behavior tinue to do so on a daily basis. Most of our deciissues some employers might have terminated sions to act are driven by emotion, not logic. The he thinks she’s very attractive; a woman on
him for. Our owners fussed sometimes, but reality is, a truly logical decision would primarily the subway winks at him. And down the slipput up with him because of his abilities, which benefit one individual over another. Further, most pery slope of rash decisions and justification
they both slide. Until . . .
were exceptional.
decisions require some level of risk taking.
SLAM!!
He called me today and asked if I thought
Therefore, because we don’t like to be exThe door is closed. The consequences are
the owners would take him back. Evidently the posed to risk, most decisions would result in a
grass wasn’t so green on the other side of the no-go conclusion because of the possibility of set in stone. They have set their course in life.
Or have they?
fence. I don’t know what the decision will be. exposure to a level of risk.
“If you forgive me all this; if I forgive you all
When I left this company about 10 years ago, I
Did you buy your house strictly for logical
that; we forgive and forget
at least waited about four years
and it’s all coming back to
before approaching them again.
me; when you see me like
My bosses are two of the best
‘I
finished
crying
in
the
instant
that
this; and when I see you
humans I know. Jr. called me to
you left; and I can’t remember where
like that; we see just what
let me know this fellow wanted
we want to see all coming
to come back, and Jr. was going
or when or how; and I banished every
back to me; the flesh and
to talk to Sr. about it. (A fatherthe fantasies all coming
son owned the company.) Jr. exmemory you and I had ever made.’
back to me; I can barely
pressed to me what I thought
recall but it’s all coming
was a very Christian attitude.
back to me now.”
“I can’t blame a guy for wanting
“And when you kiss me like this (it’s all comto better himself. After all, we all make stupid reasons? Nope. Did you marry your mate for
mistakes sometimes and have to be forgiven.” logical reasons? Don’t answer that out loud.
ing back to me now); and when I touch you
I’m not so sure I would be so generous.
The song I mentioned, “It’s All Coming like that (it’s all coming back to me now); if
Point being, my buddy let his emotions get to Back to Me Now,” was written by Jim Stein- you do it like this (it’s all coming back to me
him, and then he used his logic to find a justi- man apparently before or possibly in 1989. now); and if we . . .”
fication for indulging his emotions. The very The best-selling version of the song was
People, don’t let your lives be ruined by a rash
embodiment of a ‘rash’ decision. How often recorded in 1996 by Celine Dion. At first lis- decision based on an emotion that really should
do we do this? Probably daily. Our saving ten, it comes across as a song about lost love. be as fleeting as the shadow of a cloud passing
grace is most of the choices we make don’t If you research the intentions of the compos- by. Don’t be like my buddy, getting his back up
involve life-altering consequences.
er, he had some strange ideas, but I’ll leave it over something he probably really deserved.
Making a rash decision, made without con- as I interpret it.
Don’t slam that door. In the song, the singer
sidering the possibilities, the possible conse“I finished crying in the instant that you laments the situation and sings, “If you forgive
quences, the ramifications if we follow left; and I can’t remember where or when or me all this; if I forgive you all that . . .”
through and, most importantly, obtaining how; and I banished every memory you and I
Don’t be like my buddy. Don’t be like me.
counsel from trusted sources, can cause us lit- had ever made.”
Forgive . . . So it can all come back to you now.

M
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Jesus’ resurrection from death gives us assurance we will live
Continued from page 3

gether for “the glorious liberty of the
children of God.”
Faith, creation and God’s power
In Hebrews 11:2 Paul tells us that
the faith he is talking about originated
with our forefathers. Further, “by faith
we understand that the worlds were
framed by the word of God, so that the
things which are seen were not made
of things which are visible” (verse 3).
The “worlds” are “eons” of time. In
other words, time was set in order by
the Word of God, which refers us to
the days of creation and, even before,
to the creation of the universe.
Unseen energy
While we can see the fruition of the
creation around us, the same as our
forefathers saw it in their day, we cannot see the energy by which it came
into being.
Hence Paul gives us a glimpse of
insight into the confidence we can
have that life will continue. Our confidence in resurrection will work in a
similar way, by understanding the
energy that we cannot see.
God’s plan for the redemption of
the body through Jesus Christ has
been in order since “before the foundation of the world” (Ephesians 1:4).
“For by Him [Jesus] all things were
created that are in heaven and that are
on earth, visible and invisible, whether
thrones or dominions or principalities or
powers. All things were created through
Him and for Him” (Colossians 1:16).
The faith once for all delivered
When Jude wrote about the faith,
he was clear that there was one faith
and it had to do with salvation:
“Beloved, while I was very diligent
to write to you concerning our common salvation, I found it necessary to

They had confidence that God would
reward them and bring about what He
had promised.
Genesis 5:24 tells us that Enoch
“walked with God” and that God took
his body away when he died. Genesis
6:8 tells us that Noah “found grace in
the eyes of the LORD,” and grace specifically refers to God’s affection for
him. It was Noah, of course, who
saved the human race according to
God’s plan at that time.
Salvation from eternal death
What faith did they have before
Abraham had lived and received any
promises?
They had a relationship with Melchizedek, the one who became known
as Jehovah to the Israelites. Melchizedek must have taught these men about a
resurrection from death and thereby salvation from the eternal death that threatened to encompass Adam and Eve.
“Then Melchizedek king of Salem
brought out bread and wine; he was
the priest of God Most High” (Genesis 14:18).
Speaking of Jesus, Paul said that
He, like Melchizedek, existed “according to the power of an endless
life” (Hebrews 7:16). We have reason
to believe that Jesus was in fact Melchizedek.
Abraham, Sarah, Isaac and Jacob
In Hebrews 11, then, Paul writes
extensively about Abraham, Sarah,
Isaac and Jacob. He is clear about
what he means by faith.
Abraham was obedient to God, but
was it blind obedience that he was
exercising? No, he had total confidence that God was leading him to a
land of promise where further promises could be fulfilled.
We know he had a relationship with
Melchizedek (Genesis 14:18-20). What

According to Romans 9:27 and Hebrews 11:12, these promises involved
multitudes of people being born from
Abraham, and, interestingly, not only
are these human descendants who
would inhabit the earth but they were
to be as the stars of heaven and of a
heavenly country (Hebrews 11:12-16).
Again, Hebrews 11:8-22 clearly
tells us that the faith that Abraham and
Sarah were exercising was the result
of promises God had given them, not
just some personal belief.
Salvation specifically
However, for salvation specifically
to result, Abraham needed a son who
was born uniquely from him and his
wife Sarah.
Abraham becomes, then, not only

The faith of the forefathers
Who were the forefathers whom
Paul wrote about?
In verses 4-7 of Hebrews 11 he
talks of Abel, Enoch and Noah. These
men go back to the very first years of
human history. They pleased God.

city was Abraham expecting?
“[He] waited for the city which has
foundations, whose builder and maker
is God” (Hebrews 11:10): a Jerusalem
that would be constructed by God
Himself. It is from Ezekiel and Revelation that we can appreciate a New
Jerusalem (Revelation 21:10; Ezekiel
40-48). Abraham and his family never
saw Jerusalem built in their day.
Hebrews 11 and Romans 9
Hebrews 11 continues in the same
vein as Romans 9, where Paul goes
through an exercise of explaining to
the Roman Christians that their faith
originates with Abraham, Sarah, Isaac
and Jacob.
This is important because of certain
promises God had given to Abraham
of which Isaac and Jacob were coheirs
(Hebrews 11:9).

the father of the Israelite people, but
the father of additional multitudes of
humans (Greek ethnos). In fact, Jacob
was the son who was uniquely the
father of the Israelite people.
The only begotten son
Verses 17-22 take the understanding of faith even further. This involves
Isaac, whom Abraham had to be willing to sacrifice, but Abraham’s faith
was such that he knew about the resurrection of the dead and that Jehovah
could and would raise Isaac.
“By faith Abraham, when he was
tested, offered up Isaac, and he who
had received the promises offered up

his only begotten son, of whom it was
said, ‘In Isaac your seed shall be
called,’ concluding that God was able
to raise him up, even from the dead,
from which he also received him in a
figurative sense” (verses 11:17-19).
Abraham becomes representative of
God the Father, and Isaac becomes representative of Jesus Christ, as God the
Father was willing to sacrifice His “only
begotten son” (Hebrews 11:17; John 3:16).
In other words, “the faith of our fathers” is fundamentally that we know
that God will resurrect us from the
dead so we can live forever as sons
and daughters in His family (2 Corinthians 6:18).
Moses and others
Hebrews 11 goes on to talk about
Moses and how his faith enabled him
to lead the Israelites out of Egypt and

In January, after a run of 21years,
The Journal will come to an end
The writer and his wife, Linda, are
publishers of THE JOURNAL.
By Dixon Cartwright
IG SANDY, Texas—After 21
years of publishing THE JOURNAL: NEWS OF THE CHURCHES OF
GOD, we plan to shut down this
newspaper after two more issues.
The last issue, No. 202, will be dated
Jan. 31, 2018, and be printed and
mailed out the first week in February.
Since this is a subscription-based
publication, many subscribers will
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Abraham’s faith had evidence
What gave Abraham’s faith evidence was that he took action to demonstrate his faith in God.
“Was not Abraham our father justified by works when he offered Isaac
his son on the altar?” (James 2:21).
It is not enough to simply believe in

Abraham’s faith. Remember, Abraham received the faith long before
Jacob, the father of Israel.
The gospel was the good news of
the Kingdom of God, preached to
Abraham long before the Israelites.
“And the Scripture, foreseeing that
God would justify the Gentiles [Greek
ethnos] by faith, preached the gospel
to Abraham beforehand, saying, ‘In
you all the nations shall be blessed.’
So then those who are of [the] faith
are blessed with believing Abraham”
(Galatians 3:8-9).
Mystery of the faith
Unfortunately, many times the translators have omitted the definite article,
the, which would give a better understanding of what Paul was writing.

Speaking of Jesus, Paul said that He, like Melchizedek, existed
‘according to the power of an endless life’ (Hebrews 7:16). We
have reason to believe that Jesus was in fact Melchizedek.

The reason our faith is founded in Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
is that Isaac represents Jesus, whose resurrection gives us
the promise of eternal life in the family of God our Father.
write to you exhorting you to contend
earnestly for the faith which was once
for all delivered to the saints” (Jude 3).
“Blessed be the God and Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ, who according to
His abundant mercy has begotten us
again to a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, to
an inheritance incorruptible and undefiled and that does not fade away,
reserved in heaven for you, who are kept
by the power of God through faith for
salvation ready to be revealed in the last
time [Greek kairos]” (1 Peter 1:3-5).

how people despised him, but he tolerated the reproach as Christ would in
the future.
The chapter continues with a host of
forebears who were filled with faith.
What faith did all these people have
that was consistently the same? Paul
concludes by directing the Hebrew
readers to “a better resurrection” that
would encompass all true believers
(verses 35, 40).

ry of
Myste
stop

ges
the A

God. “Even the demons believe—and
tremble!” (verse 19).
Quoting Genesis 15:6, James tells
us that Abraham was the friend of
God because he was willing to trust
Him that there would be a resurrection
from the dead.
Christianity to be of faith
Paul teaches us in Romans 10 that,
while it is a good idea to live by the
law, Christianity is to be of faith.
“For Moses writes about the righteousness which is of the law, ‘The
man who does those things shall live
by them’ (. . . the word of faith which
we preach), that if you confess with
your mouth the Lord Jesus and believe in your heart that God has raised
Him from the dead, you will be
saved” (Romans 10:5-9).
By faith we know that Christ was
among us on earth, that He died and
was resurrected (verses 4-13). This
leads on to salvation.
In other words, the reason our faith
is founded in Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob is that Isaac represents Jesus
Christ, whose resurrection gives us
the promise of eternal life in the family of God our Father.
Abraham is the rock
Jacob is the father of national Israel
at this present time, but Abraham and
Isaac are above and before Jacob,
securing salvation for all of mankind
as members of God’s family.
Also important about our faith being
founded in Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
is that they keep us grounded in reality,
not allowing us to fantasize our faith.
“Listen to Me, you who follow after
righteousness, you who seek the LORD:
Look to the rock from which you were
hewn, and to the hole of the pit from
which you were dug. Look to Abraham
your father, and to Sarah who bore you;
for I called him alone, and blessed him
and increased him” (Isaiah 51:1-2).
Grounded in Abraham’s faith
Another situation where Paul addressed the subject of the faith is in
Galatians 3. The Galatians had received the Holy Spirit, and they experienced miracles in their midst because they had heard about the faith,
not because they performed the works
of the law.
But which faith is it that they had
heard about? Verses 5-7: the faith of
Abraham.
“Therefore He who supplies the
Spirit to you and works miracles
among you, does He do it by the
works of the law, or by the hearing of
[the] faith?—just as Abraham ‘believed God, and it was accounted to
him for righteousness.’ Therefore
know that only [italicized, not in the
original] those who are of [the] faith
are sons of Abraham.”
The nations of the world (Greek
ethnos) would be blessed because of

There is one curious scripture that
talks of the faith as a “mystery”:
“. . . Deacons . . . [hold] the mystery
of the faith with a pure conscience” (1
Timothy 3:9).
My Bible explains this as “hidden
truth” (New Spirit Filled Life Bible).
When Jesus explained to the disciples in Mark 4:11 that not everyone
would understand the Kingdom of
God, the word He used was translated
in Greek as musterion, the same word
as in 1 Timothy 3:9.
Why would the faith that is so vital to
salvation be a secret, hard for most people to understand, rather like a parable?
Perhaps the clue for Christians is in
the phrase “with a pure conscience.”
The “pure conscience” refers to sincere, undefiled understanding (Hebrews 10:22).
The Greek word musterion comes
from the verb mueo, “to initiate into
the mysteries,” something that only
the initiated would understand.
My Bible explains: “In the NT the
word denotes something that people
could never know by their own understanding and that demands a revelation from God.”
‘Mystery religion’
There is an important issue in the
question of “mystery religion” that
similarly revolves around resurrection
from the dead (Revelation 17:5).
Mystery religion started as a cult of
two Greek goddesses, Demeter and
Persephone (mother and daughter),
based in Eleusis, a town near Athens.
The essence of the cult lay in the
concept that “salvation” was obtained
from dying and resurrection, in other
words the immortality of the soul.
It heralded the belief that some people were uniquely qualified (having been
“initiated”) to obtain salvation this way.
The initiates were so successfully
sworn to secrecy that to this day it is
extremely hard to know with certainty
many aspects of the cult.
Salvation only through Christ
Unfortunately, this became adopted by Christianity because there was
an obvious parallel with Christ’s resurrection. Hence we need to seriously
beware of seeking salvation by any
other means than Jesus Christ Himself (Acts 4:12).
‘The faith of our fathers’
In conclusion, “the faith of our fathers” is specific, revolving around
Abraham’s faithfulness, Isaac’s sacrifice and God’s plan for the salvation
of all human races (Greek ethnos)
(Galatians 3:8; Romans 11:25).
Jesus’ resurrection from death,
foreshadowed by Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice Isaac, together with
God’s promises to Abraham, gives us
the assurance of things hoped for
(eternal life) and the evidence of the
power of God to accomplish it.
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COGs have common roots with the Protestant Reformation
Continued from page 3

Henry VIII split from Rome for marital reasons.
So the church in England merely
changed from having the pope as the
supreme authority to having Henry as
the supreme head, while some of his
wives lost theirs.
But, once it had started rolling, the
bandwagon picked up the pace. So
some reformers—those known as
Puritans—wanted to go much further
and purify the church of England
more thoroughly. Politically, this was
a nonstarter.
Similar pressure for greater reform
was also happening on the Continent.
Once the Roman church saw that
the split appeared to be permanent, the
political parties on either side in Germany decided on an accommodation.
In 1555, at the Peace of Augsburg,
they agreed to the formula cuius regio,
eius religio (whoever the ruler is, his
religion is to be followed).
If the ruler was Lutheran, then the
people were expected to be Lutheran.
If the ruler was Catholic, then the people were too. That became the principle followed for a time.
Yet much religious conflict followed, much of it bloody.
Calvinism option added
In 1648, after the Thirty Years’War,
the Europeans drew up another agreement, known as the Peace of Westphalia, adding the option of Calvinism
to the earlier two choices.
Around this same time early colonists traveled to North America. The
Plymouth Puritans were forced to leave
England but did not want to settle permanently in Holland, their initial safe
harbor. Their option: the New World.
A short while later another Puritan,
John Winthrop, the author of the sem-

inal sermon that described their settlement in America as a “city upon a
hill,” came over on the Arbella.
Point to ponder
So why is the Protestant Reformation important to us today?
The U.S. would not exist as currently configured without it.
The Protestant Reformation produced both religious and political
change that led to ideas that directly
influenced the development of Britain’s American colonies.
An example is the Protestant belief
in the responsibility and importance of
the individual in making choices and
decisions, including the ideas of John
Locke regarding religious toleration

into them that Protestantism was bad
and Protestants were merely the wayward daughters of the mother church,
referred to in Revelation as Babylon.
Yet many in the Churches of God
have not been consistent in their rejection of what some people call Protestantism. For instance, they have long
sung—and loved!—hymns by Protestant composers.
They have freely and frequently
used Bible aids such as Strong’s and
Young’s and Cruden’s concordances,
as well as textbooks on both Old and
New Testaments at their various educational institutions.
They buy, read and recommend
books by Protestant Christian authors.
So let’s not forget that relatives with

that Americans (as we came to be
called) were a special people, chosen
by God, as Israel had been.
Well, it’s not a giant leap from that
to the concept of American exceptionalism and, from there, to the concept
of British Israelism.
Perhaps some of us have wanted to
be exclusive and exclusionary because of the powerful human desire to
be considered better or more authentic
than others.
We see that tendency way back in
the 1st century when John said to
Jesus, “Teacher, we saw someone casting out demons in your name, and we
tried to stop him because he was not
following us.”
But Jesus said, “Do not stop him,

Many in the Churches of God have not been consistent in their
rejection of what some people call Protestantism. For instance,
they have long loved hymns by Protestant composers.
and the social contract.
It represents the Christian yearning for the unvarnished, unadulterated, plain truth, our desire to get to the
original roots of Christianity.
Christian reformers wanted to get rid
of all the accretions, all the barnacles
that over the centuries had stuck onto
the bark of primitive Christianity. This
was the reason the Puritans, for example, got rid of Christmas celebrations.
Whether we like it, believe it or
accept it, Protestantism is in the DNA
of Church of God congregations.
Drilled into
This is hard to accept for many in the
Churches of God because it was drilled

whom we may disagree are still relatives. Doctrinal similarities between
Protestantism and the Churches of
God could be noted.
Scripture and grace
Some of the similarities are major.
We share the belief in the Bible alone
as the rule of life (sola scriptura) and
in salvation by faith through grace
(sola fide and sola gratia).
Some of the similarities are peripheral. Many among the Churches of
God have believed in the concept of
British Israelism (often referred to as
US&BC).
Consider that John Winthrop taught
a “city on a hill” theme, which argued

because no one who does a miracle in
my name will be able soon afterward
to say anything bad about me. For
whoever is not against us is for us”
(Mark 9:38-40, New English Translation, or NET Bible).
Revelation 2-3 can be read as the
history of Christendom from the 1st
century on, warts and all.
Sadly, as we have seen, division has
marked Christianity from the beginning, despite Jesus’ prayer for unity in
John 17:11, 21-23.
In Revelation Jesus has to reprimand the church for departing from its
initial zeal (Revelation 2:4) while condemning wrong practices (verse 6),
false teachings (verses 15, 20), apathy

(Revelation 3:1), lukewarmness (verse
16) and even its state of being wretched
and pitiful, poor and blind (verse 17).
Barely a couple of decades after
Christ’s earthly ministry, Paul had
foretold that savage wolves would
ravage the flock (Acts 20:29). So the
need for reform has been ever present
in the Christian church.
Paul also described how people
could have mixed motives in preaching
Christ, yet He rejoiced that, at the end
of the day, Christ was being preached
regardless (Philippians 1:15-18).
Jesus, too, had explained that His
church would include both wheat and
weeds throughout its existence (Matthew 13:24-30).
He also warned those who were so
convinced that they were true Christians and others were not that they
could be in for a big surprise at the
end. He said: “Not everyone who says
to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter into the
kingdom of heaven” (Matthew 7:21).
Appreciate the courage
With all that in mind, let’s appreciate both the religious and political
freedoms that the Protestant Reformation wrought for us. We are a product
of the courage and conviction of believers in Christ.
For all their faults, and for all our
faults, we all believe in the one Savior
of mankind. If He is, as Scripture says,
our Brother, then we are all brothers
and sisters (Hebrews 2:11), regardless
of how estranged and even rejecting
we may be of one another.
Let us therefore seek to fulfill
Jesus’ prayer for His disciples and our
fellow believers in John 17 to the
degree and the extent that God gives
us the opportunity.

Churches need to address questions of security on the Sabbath
Continued from page 3

both TV and talk radio, about arming
congregations for security reasons:
either CHL (concealed handgun license) gun owners seated in the congregation or trained men willing to
stand guard during church services.
First thought
My first reaction when I heard that
advice was: Guns in church?
I was surprised to learn that many
large churches already are protected by
armed guards and church members.
They have programs that place armed
persons at key locations during services.
As a pastor for almost 20 years, I
want to have some kind of protection
within our church.
I have to make a disclosure at this
point. I have had a permit to carry a
side arm for 10 years, but I’ve never
carried it into the church. I rarely carry
it at all. I earned my CHL permit for
traveling back and forth to Colorado,
where my wife and I own property.
So should we allow side arms into
church?
Let’s break this down so we can get
a better understanding of what we are
actually asking ourselves.
Buildings aren’t people
What is a church? One might think
the buildings Christians come together and worship in are holy somehow.
But are they? The word for church in
the Greek is ecclesia, correctly defined as “the called-out ones.”
It’s a body of believers coming together in homes, parks, motels, restaurants, wherever they can, to worship
God. It’s the people, not the building,
who are holy.
What about the gun? Is it wrong to
have a gun inside a church during
worship? What is evil about a gun?
A gun is a tool in the truest sense. It
can’t do a thing by its self. The good
or evil associated with it depends on
the person wielding it. The gun cannot
take a life without someone pointing it

and pulling the trigger.
You can say the same thing about
knives. One of the incidents listed in
the killings at the end of this article involved a knife. I carry a pocketknife
and rarely have given it much thought.
What’s the difference? It’s just a tool.
Luke 22:36-38 describes an interesting conversation between Jesus and
His disciples.
“Then He said to them, ‘But now, he
who has a money bag, let him take it,
and likewise a knapsack; and he who
has no sword, let him sell his garment
and buy one. For I say to you that this
which is written must still be accomplished in Me: “And He was numbered
with the transgressors.” For the things

based on the Scriptures.
However, God told ancient Israel to
have faith but to protect itself at the
same time, as in the case of the Amalekites attacking Israel in the desert.
God sent Moses out with his men, and
God was with Moses as long as he held
up his staff. As a result, the men of
Israel eventually defeated its enemy.
So faith and self-protection go hand
in hand. They’re not mutually exclusive.
Evil lurks
I’m not advocating we return to the
Old West, with the men all wearing
six-shooters in church. But after much
thought I do believe there is a place
for well-trained men, former military,

every tool at their disposal in endeavoring to help keep people safe.
This is solely my opinion. I don’t
expect everyone to agree or disagree.
But know this: Faith isn’t always
enough, especially in these times.
18 shootings in 11 years
Here is the list of 18 church shootings in the last 11 years:
Feb. 14, 2010, Richmond, Calif. Three
hooded men walked into the Gethsemane
Church of God in Christ and opened fire and
fled the scene. The two victims, a 14-year-old
boy and 19-year-old man, were hospitalized.
March 8, 2009, Maryville, Ill. Suspect
Terry Joe Sedlacek, 27, walked into the First
Baptist Church and shot pastor Fred Winters
dead point blank. Several church members

I believe there is a place for well-trained men, former military,
retired or current policemen or men with permits to take turns
being on guard for evil that could be lurking outside our doors.
concerning Me have an end.’ ”
Someone among His disciples responded: “Lord, look, here are two
swords.”
And Jesus said to them, “It is
enough.”
One could argue
One could argue that Jesus just told
His followers to buy swords because
they would be on the road traveling.
But what are swords for? Protection, cutting wood and a host of other
uses during those ancient times. But
protection was on the list of uses.
Do you think they hid their swords
when they entered a town to preach the
gospel? What’s the difference between
a gun today and a sword then?
I know many will say we should
have faith that God can take care of
us. Many feel we should leave our
protection solely up to God’s will.
There is merit to that thinking

retired or current policemen or men
with permits to carry to take turns
being on guard for evil that could be
lurking outside our doors.
They don’t need to be overly visible or even talked about but can be
there for the defense of the people.
There isn’t a man I know who wants
to take another man’s life, but in the
times we live in there are men who
want to do just that.
Churches are soft targets in the eyes
of evil people, a place where they expect their targets are unarmed.
That is the thinking that needs to
change. Evil men with bad intentions
should be the ones in fear. The uncertainty should be in their minds as to
whether there are guns inside the
church they’ve targeted or not.
It is the elders of the congregations,
not to mention the pastor’s responsibility, to watch over their flocks. Pastors shouldn’t be afraid to look hard at

were injured by a knife in the struggle to capture Mr. Sedlacek during the attack. The suspect also stabbed himself, but survived, all
this after his gun jammed.
July 27, 2008, Knoxville, Tenn. A
gunman opened fire in a church during a
youth performance, killing two people and
injuring seven.
Dec. 9, 2007, Colorado. Three people
were killed and five wounded in two shooting rampages, one at a missionary school in
suburban Denver and one at a church in
Colorado Springs. The gunman in the second
incident was killed by a guard.
May 20, 2007, Moscow, Idaho. A standoff between police and a suspect in the
shootings of three people in a Presbyterian
church ended with three dead, including one
police officer.
Aug. 12, 2007, Neosho, Mo. In the First
Congregational Church three were killed. Eiken Elam Saimon shot and killed the pastor
and two deacons and wounded five others.
May 21, 2006, Baton Rouge, La. In the
Ministry of Jesus Christ Church four were
killed, members of Erica Bell’s family. She was

abducted and murdered elsewhere. Ms. Bell’s
mother, church pastor Claudia Brown, was
wounded. Anthony Bell, 25, was named as
the shooter.
Feb. 26, 2006, Detroit, Mich. In Zion
Hope Missionary Baptist Church two were
killed besides the shooter, Kevin L. Collins,
who reportedly went to the church looking
for his girlfriend and later killed himself.
April 9, 2005, College Park, Ga. A 27year-old airman died after being shot at a
church, where he had once worked as a security guard.
March 12, 2005, Brookfield, Wis. In a
congregation of the Living Church of God,
eight people died, including the shooter,
church member Terry Ratzmann.
July 30, 2005, College Park, Ga. At
World Changers Church International Air
Force Staff Sgt. John Givens was shot five
times by a police officer after he charged the
officer following violent behavior.
Dec. 17, 2004, Garden Grove, Calif. A
musician at the Crystal Cathedral shoots himself to death after a nine-hour standoff.
Oct. 5, 2003, Atlanta, Ga. At Turner
Monumental AME Church three died. Shelia
Wilson walked into the church while preparations were being made for service and shot
the pastor, her mother and then herself.
June 10, 2002, Conception, Mo. At a
Benedictine monastery Lloyd Robert Jeffress
shot four monks, killing two and wounding
two before killing himself.
March 12, 2002, Lynbrook, N.Y. At Our
Lady of Peace Catholic Church, Peter Troy, a
former mental patient, opened fire during
Mass, killing the priest and a parishioner. He
received a life sentence.
May 18, 2001, Hopkinsville, Ky. At
Greater Oak Missionary Baptist Church Frederick Radford stood up during a revival service and began shooting at his estranged
wife, Nicole Radford, killing her and a woman
trying to help her.
Sept. 15, 1999, Fort Worth, Texas. At
Wedgewood Baptist Church Larry Gene
Ashbrook shot dead seven people and injured a further seven at a concert by Christian
rock group Forty Days before killing himself.
April 15, 1999, Salt Lake City, Utah. At
the LDS (Latter Day Saints) Church Family
History Library, Sergei Babarin, 70, with a history of mental illness, entered the library,
killed two people and wounded four others
before he was gunned down by police.
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‘Jesus’ or ‘Jesus’: Are there one, two or three Gods?

The writer is a longtime reader of
THE JOURNAL. Write Mr. Daly at
rayedaly@bis.midco.net
By Ray E. Daly
INCOLN, N.D.—Confusion
abounds
among
most of the assemblies of the
Sabbath-observing communities. Are there
one, two or three
Gods?
Most seem to
believe in the
binary (two-part) Ray Daly
God family. They
likely say two but actually believe in
three beings in the God family.
First the Father.
Then his Son.
But at the same time they believe
that the spiritual son is also the physical son, adding up to three, not two.
Do they not believe that in the near
future the son of man will return? If he
is a “man,” how can he be a god,
unless they believe that the Son of
God is also the Son of Man. This
amounts to the Trinity, a belief held by
virtually all of Catholicism and Protestantism.
The Trinity doctrine was established in the late 700s B.C. when the
Babylonian religious system changed
from Baal worship to venerating a
God who was said to have been born
as a man or God-man. That is, just as
in the Sabbath assemblies today.
Closely related is the Persian belief
in Mithras. Mithraism was the Babylonian religion, spread throughout the

L

Persian Empire by a disciple of Babylon’s religion named Zoroaster.
Where to begin
Let’s now begin to study the Godman doctrine from what we can learn
about it in Scripture. Let’s begin at the
beginning.
The “beginning” means the Father,
for there was only the thoroughly spiritual Father. But the Father wished to
have a family of sons.
Since he could not birth those sons
himself, he drew up a blueprint of
how spiritual sonship change into
reality.
First he “begat” a son, who was
spirit but with physical qualities. He
gave this son authority to carry out his
wishes.
Since spiritual sonship required

With these thoughts in mind let’s
go to the New Testament to find the
answers to the “Jesus or Jesus” matter.
Don’t worry about doubters
In the NT an entirely physical son
is born to the virgin Mary. Don’t let
the doubters try to tell you she was not
a virgin.
The son of Mary was born just as
was his siblings: flesh, bone and
blood, with a “spirit of man” within
him.
There came a time when the physical Jesus went to the Jordan and was
baptized by John. When Jesus came
up out of the water, a voice from heaven said, “This is my son in whom I am
well pleased.”
Based on these words, we can conclude the voice had to be a father

seen his shape” (John 5:37).
Many believe Jesus was referring
only to those he was speaking to at the
time. However, that is not true, as is
shown in 1 John 4:
“No man hath seen God at any
time. If we love one another, God
dwelleth in us, and his love is perfected in us” (verse 12).
Since the “voice” of John 5:37
could not have been the father of
Jesus, the son of Mary, just who was
this father?
Note the “whom” in Acts 3:13:
“The God of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob [the OT faithful of Exodus 6:3]
has glorified his [Shadday’s] Son
Jesus.”
Do you see? The physical Jesus
was the son of the Son, not the son of
the Father.

The physical will cease to exist, and only the spiritual
will remain. At that time they will cease to be the sons of
Shadday and will become the sons of the Father.
physical properties, the son was able
to cause the creation, thus became the
Spokesman, or the “Word” of John
1:1 and the God who “said” in
Genesis 1. Angels, “workers,” were
the God who “created” in Gen. 1.
In the Old Testament the Creator of
all, the son, is named Shadday (Genesis 17:1; Exodus 6:3). He was the
“God of the faithful.”
It was his voice that spoke the Ten
Commandments to Israel. It was his
“back” that Moses saw.

speaking. But just who was this
father?
Most believe that he was the spiritual Father in heaven, speaking of his
only begotten son, Shadday. But the
following shows this to be an impossibility.
Neither voice nor shape
“And the Father himself, which
hath sent me [his only begotten son],
hath borne witness of me. Ye have neither heard his voice at any time, nor

But how can this be, if the “blueprint” (which I mentioned above) plan
was intended to give the Father spiritual sons? My thoughts are as follows:
A son who is a father
In the resurrection the faithful will
still be physical—that is, having physical bodies—with the life being within spirit, not blood.
This will be much like the angels,
who are spirit but have physical bodies.
The comparison of spirit and phys-

ical might not be exact. The point is
that it will be the Son who will be the
father of these “physical” and “faithful” beings.
In the future will come a time when
physical bodies will be cast off, and
what remains will be only spirit, thus
making the physical sons of Shadday
the totally spiritual sons of the Father.
This is what Paul seems to be telling us in 1 Corinthians 15. In verse 52
he mentions that, at the end of the 7th
millennium, those of the first resurrection “will be changed.”
He goes on in verse 53: “This mortal must put on immortality.”
In other words, the physical will
cease to exist, and only the spiritual
will remain. At that time they will
cease to be the sons of Shadday and
will become the sons of the Father.
Or, as verse 54 says, the time will
have come when “death shall be swallowed up in victory.”
Son of God, son of man
In conclusion, in the New Testament we read only the name “Jesus.”
But there has to be a Jesus who is
Shadday, the “Son of God,” as well as
a Jesus who is the “son of man.”
Many verses show this to be true.
But the Greek apparently could not
make a distinction between the Hebrew pronunciations. Thus, in most
cases when we read Jesus or even
Jesus Christ, it should refer to the physical Jesus, “Yehoshua” in Hebrew.
At the same time when we see “the
Lord Jesus Christ” that is a reference
to Shadday. In Hebrew it would be
something like “YaHaSHa”
That is only a guess. But the pronunciations would certainly be different.

Friend of William F. Dankenbring says he was mistreated
Continued from page 5

article in the WCG’s Pastor-General’s
Report of April 23, 1982, we can read a
Q&A about Mr. Dankenbring:
Books endorsed?
“QUESTION: Several ministers have
asked about Mr. William Dankenbring’s
advertisements for his books which
have been distributed to members
through mailings, at Feast sites, etc. Are
the books endorsed by the Church?
Does the Church approve of them or
recommend them? Is Mr. Dankenbring
still a member of the Church?
“ANSWER: Mr. Dankenbring is classified as a member of God’s Church.
But that does not imply that his privately sold writings have the approval
or endorsement of the Church.
“Human nature seems to want to
use God, or God’s Church, for personal gain or profit. The moneychangers
used God’s temple as a place of business to sell at a profit to God’s people.
In blazing anger, Jesus drove them
out. Jesus said, ‘Take these things hence;
make not my Father’s house a house
of merchandise’ (John 2:16).
“In 2 Peter 2:3 God warns: ‘And
through covetousness shall they with
feigned words make merchandise of
you.’Yes, selling for profit their words
in writing to the members of God’s
Church.
“Perhaps the selling of doves and
things for sacrifice was not in itself
wrong, but exploiting God’s house as
a place or means of selling to God’s
people was.
“The membership of God’s Church
has been exploited for private gain a
number of times by those no longer
members. God has commissioned his
Church—not private members on their
own—to feed the flock. The Church
publishes much literature—magazines, booklets, books, reprint articles,
besides the personal ministry, to feed
the flock—and we do not charge a
price or make merchandise of our
members in so freely giving God’s
truth! (Ephesians 2:20-21).
“Although Mr. Dankenbring is a

graduate of Ambassador College and
studied under Herbert Armstrong and
our ministers, he stated in writing:
“ ‘I appreciate him (Mr. Armstrong) very much, although I have
disagreed with him from time to time
on some relatively ‘small’ matters or
‘little’ things.’’
“But what the writer might consider ‘small’ or ‘little’ disagreements might
in God’s eyes be vitally important disagreements.
“God’s Church therefore does not
endorse nor give approval to Mr. Dankenbring’s books, nor those of others
than the Church’s own publications or
those definitely approved.”

Alan Ruth starts
new newsletter

F

ARMINGTON HILLS, Mich.
—Alan Ruth, who for many
years has operated the Bible
Study.org website and THE JOURNAL’s website (thejournal.org) announces a new
newsletter.
The new publication will
contain late information from
BibleStudy.org,
one of the largest Bible-related sites on the Alan Ruth
Internet, and will
show up in your E-mail in box
twice a month if you request it.
“Our new newsletter will contain updates on newly added study
materials, fun and interesting Bible trivia, short answers to Bible
questions, encouraging and uplifting scriptures, short articles and
more,” Mr. Ruth said.
And it’s free of charge.
Subscribe at http://www.bible
study.org/newsletter/subscribe.html.

line with church teaching—was con- years thereafter (Proverbs 22:1).
Mr. Armstrong didn’t suspend him
What got William Dankenbring thrown
The claim that Mr. Armstrong ex- sidered anathema to certain local mincommunicated Mr. Dankenbring ap- isters and their friend, the assistant out in late 1986? Merely his writing
that “the jury was still out on what
regional director.
pears to be incorrect
The hounding and direction Tkach was going to go in.”
and, instead, was unbullying about such
dertaken by Joseph
ones were so bad they Why abuse the innocents?
Tkach Sr. in late
had to move to different
The above is only the tip of the ice1986.
church
areas
to
get
berg
of the information one could
We have no eviaway from it all.
reveal. But witnesses and records of
dence that Mr. ArmThat didn’t help events do not lie.
strong suspended him
them
for long if their
There may have been other issues
either.
new minister was also such as Mr. Dankenbring wondering
In mid-1986 a witch
under attack. When the openly if he was a prophet and such
hunt commenced unminister was trans- like. But, if there were other issues
der Mr. Tkach and
ferred to another con- that were raised with him, why did
Mr. Dankenbring was
gregation, the attacks they use those as leverage to attack
targeted. It reached
started up again merci- and destroy innocent members?
down into Australia,
lessly.
What caused such behavior toward
where ministers went
members?
Jealousy! (Proverbs 27:4).
around the church
Lives upended
“For that they hated knowledge,
finding people who
Information collect- and did not choose the fear of the
bought books from
ed
and witnesses can LORD” (Proverbs 1:22, 29).
him or who wanted to
As Eric Hoffer wrote: “They who
get books published UNAUTHORIZED VERSION— attest to the trail of
One of Bill Dankenbring’s books
destruction
across
Auslack
talent expect things to happen withand attacked them that was produced without the
mercilessly in ser- approval of the WCG was Beyond tralia that followed out effort. They ascribe failure to a lack
mons or behind their Star Wars, published by an im- these men. They de- of inspiration or ability, or to misfortune,
backs to ministers and print of Tyndale House in 1979. stroyed congregations rather than to insufficient application. At
and upended the lives the core of every true talent there is an
It’s still available at Amazon.
deacons.
of scores of people. awareness of the difficulties inherent in
They then concoctThey
seemed
to
enjoy the chase, as any achievement, and the confidence
ed false statements to justify their
that by persistence and patience somehounding, harassment and bullying. some admitted (Acts 20:29).
thing worthwhile will be realized. Thus
Dr.
Hoeh
was
contacted
in
early
Yet Herman Hoeh and Raymond
McNair were both due to have books 1987 and said there was no policy talent is a species of vigor.”
published by him
in 1978-79, but
these never proceeded.
Bill Dankenbring’s detractors were so riled up they
Harassers,
lapsed into a rage of destruction that lasted for years.
bullies,
hounders
Their actions have left people injured to this day.
Some ministers had incredibly bad reputations for harassment,
For those who suffered under their
bullying and hounding members for against members getting books published—not
even
from
Mr.
Dankenreign
of terror and jealousy, one thing
years because they were jealous of or
just thought some didn’t fit their mold. bring—so long as members had a remains clear: Satan has his agents,
his tools, to try to destroy the salvation
Their tactics and use of spies in the business relationship with him only.
This riled his detractors up even of the very children of God Himself.
congregation were disgraceful.
If they do not repent and apologize,
The jealousy toward anyone who further and they lapsed into a rage of
destruction
that
lasted
for
years.
Their
then
Matthew 18:6 and Hebrews
was successful in some area of life or
wanting to publish a book—even if in actions have left people injured to this 10:31 may apply.
day and sullied their name for many
And that will be sad indeed.
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IN MEMORIAM—Above is a memorial created by friends and family of the 26 people
who were murdered at a Baptist church in Sutherland Springs, Texas, on Nov. 5, 2017.
See articles on pages 1, 3 and 5 about the massacre, which included the death of a relative of Church of God members Terry and Judy Post. [Photo by Judy Post]

‘I was praying only for my small world’
Continued from page 5

The hero was barefooted
Continued from page 3

The Texas Rangers had nudged
Steve out of town to avoid the deluge of
media. (He does not know of any death
threats toward him, as I had heard.)
The murderer was protected by a
vest and helmet. Steve didn’t have
shoes on.
Steve had an AR 15 rifle. The
murderer started with an AR 15 but
also shot a pistol at Steve.
When Steve first heard the shots
they initially sounded like tapping on
a window. When he realized that a
shooting was occurring he went to get
1
his gun and ammunition.
Steve rushed toward the church
yelling obscenities. (“I hope God will
forgive me for that.”) The murderer
came out for him.
Although Steve recognized the
murderer was wearing a protective
vest and helmet, he deliberately shot
both the vest and the helmet. He knew
that those items protected a person, but
he also knew that those items did not
stop the pain of bullets hitting them.
As the murderer turned to get
into his SUV, Steve aimed under the
armpit (where the vest does not provide protection).
The wounded murderer drove
2
away. Steve and another man chased
him in a vehicle.
When the two men
came upon him, Steve
3
aimed his gun at him in
the SUV and held him in
that position for five minutes until police arrived.
Once police arrived,
an officer many yards
away announced on a
speaker for the person in
the car to get out of the
car. Because Steve did not SHOOTING SCENE—These are photos of the scene
want to be misidentified of the Nov. 5 shooting at a Baptist church in Sutherland
as an attacker, he stepped Springs, Texas. Photo 1: The church building where
back and raised his hands. the shooting took place. Photo 2: A makeshift memoThe officer on the speaker rial on the property. Photo 3: The tent in which sersaid, “Not you.” Steve vices are presently being held. [Photos by Judy Post]
went back to aiming his
weapon at the murderer.
responses I received.
The murderer apparently killed
“Some said the ‘beat-up ole
himself.
plumber’ was a hero. It sounds like
When Steve was shooting while they were right.”
at the church he said he was asking
“Steve is a hero. And a good
God to cast out demons. He does not shot. Most heroes don’t think they are
consider himself to be a hero, and he heroes. But they are.”
gives credit to the Holy Spirit.
“He is a hero in our book. It
would be an honor to meet him and
He’s a hero
listen to his story. With God’s guidShortly after my discussion with ance he prevailed. It seems he demonSteve I texted most of these same rec- strated the ultimate act of love to volollections to many of my friends.
untarily face evil and offer to lay
I would like to share three of the down his life to save others.”
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It was not surprising that the list
included every family member and
every church member, but the list also
noted those who called her to pray for
their families, even though she didn’t
know them.
Peggy Lynn was a prayer warrior.
People went to her when they truly
needed help in their lives, whether
they attended her church or somewhere else.
I realized my prayer list included
only my small world. I prayed for
people who were in my church and
my family.
Peggy Lynn preached the gospel to
me by her example.
More involved
I am thankful for the revival of this

small community. I am thankful for
the way it made me realize that after
50 years in “the church” I was too
comfortable. I was serving only
“God’s called-out ones.”
I am ready for a new mission in
life. I’m ready to join the people in the
aisles at the grocery store in prayer. I
am ready to serve in the community. It
is time for us to be an example to the
world and to reflect the gospel wherever God leads us.
Light on a hill
A tall, strong-looking man came up
to Terry and me and asked if he could
help us as we approached the old First
Baptist Church. Terry explained that
we did not attend church there. He
said with such compassion: “My
friend, that does not matter. We all

come from the same body.”
In the Sermon on the Mount the
Son of God talked about being a light
on a hill.
“You are the light of the world. A
city that is set on a hill cannot be hidden. Nor do they light a lamp and put
it under a basket, but on a lampstand,
and it gives light to all who are in the
house. Let your light so shine before
men, that they may see your good
works and glorify your Father in
heaven” (Matthew 5:14-16).
It is inspiring to watch people in
this community serve as a shining city
on the hill of service to everyone they
meet. I hope this short article encourages you to take a close look at how
you view people outside your group.
The light of revival often comes
from tragedy.

Read reports from two of the hundreds of sites
top-brass military officers.
The seventh-day service was held
The brethren went to the museum in the afternoon with singing of
hymn-jacket Feast program was also
and viewed vintage war planes, tanks hymns and with the women of the feldistributed.
On the first day whole-day, back-to- and other military equipment and lowship reading from the Bible. A felback messages were given
by Max Noble, Cesar Lumbuan and Raul Hipe. All
messages were geared
toward the importance of
the Feast in the light of
God’s fulfilling propheTabernacles
cies, the continuing hope
of the Kingdom,and the
2017 in the
special role of music and
Philippines
praise as God ordained
1
2
from the beginning, ushering in a grand and glorious
melody and lyrics about FEAST 2017—Photos on this page
the New Heaven and Earth are from 2017 Feast observances in
Jamaica and the Philippines. Photos 1
in the future.
and 4: Some of the Feastgoers at BaThis year’s Feast theme guio
City, Philippines, at a site sponsored
described it thusly: “Bless- by the Church of God Sharing Village.
ed are they who read the Photo 2: A little girl at the Philippine
sure words of prophecy, site. Photos 3 and 5: The brethren at
which they will do and heed the Church of God International site in
as light that shines in a dark Jamaica. See another photo from the
Jamaica on page 1 of this issue of
place until the day dawns.” TCGI
HE JOURNAL. [Photos by Kharis Arielle
3
The offertory message Ann Hipe and Stephen Scale]
was given by Gilbert Deboma before the taking up
of the offering, followed by
family music offerings by
the Hipes and Debomas.
Fun games with family
and children relating to the
Bible were held as the
2017 Feast
Bible Bowl was conducted
by the Constantino-Flores
in Jamaica
5
family. A special homecooked lomi (a special
4
insignia. They lowship dinner was served at Good
Philippine noodle dish) was
also enjoyed Taste Restaurant sponsored by the
also shared after the enterthe grand moun- Magat family.
taining games prepared by
tain view from the tree house.
The Eighth Day feast included
the Flores family.
After they watched the soldiers’ messages given by Mr. Noble and Mr.
Performances involving singing
and dancing were held at the Family midday drill, the brethren enjoyed a Lumbuan, accentuated by an offering
Musical, with the theme on prophe- scrumptious meal in the canteen that of music from the children’s choir.
A song and reading of scriptures
cies of the Lord Jesus Christ as found included the delicious cream puffs
sold there.
closed the whole-day services, conin Matthew 24.
The brethren also enjoyed the treat cluding with the congregational singEach family and a segment from
the children performed according to of watching a movie, A Dog’s Purpose, ing of “The Holy City.”
Overall, 36 brethren and families,
on a wide screen on the film night.
their assigned theme.
Spaghetti and a sack full of chi- Many related to the movie for their counting children, attended the Eighth
charon (made from fried beef skin) love of their own pets and the value of Day’s joyful and spiritually filled
rejoicing before the Lord God, unwawere shared by the brethren after the life and its transcendent purpose.
family musical.
In between these outdoor activities vering in its 20th year as a Feast-keepIt was a sunny day when the fel- were worship services with a Q&A ing fellowship, always carrying on the
lowship went on a sightseeing tour to Bible study presented by the elders, as bright hope of the coming Kingdom
the Philippine Military Academy, well as an interactive Bible study on of God. Raul De Asis Hipe and Kharis
Arielle Ann Hipe.
famous here for honing disciplined the weekly Sabbath.

Continued from page 4

